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ABSTRACT 

Barrett’s esophagus (BE) is a premalignant disease associated with 

esophageal adenocarcinoma (EAC). This condition is highly associated with 

gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD) which is characterized as chronic 

exposure of the esophagus to acid and bile acids. An understanding of the 

cytotoxic and tumorigenic capacity of bile acids and acid during a reflux episode 

will lead to the identification of markers for therapeutic intervention. The major 

goal of the following studies was to determine the mechanisms responsible for 

bile acid-induced alteration in intracellular pH (pHi) the effect on DNA damage, 

apoptosis and the adaptive resistance to reflux episodes in cells derived from 

normal esophagus (HET1A) or BE (CP-A) and EAC (JH-EsoAd1). In addition, I 

explored the therapeutic potential of UDCA oral therapy in BE cells. 

Here we show a novel mechanism of bile acid-induced, nitric oxide-

mediated inhibition of the sodium-hydrogen exchanger (NHE) is a pathway bile 

acids utilize to induce acid-mediated DNA damage. This same mechanism can 

elicit apoptosis-resistance which we demonstrate by the complete inhibition of 

NHE with pharmacological inhibitor of NHE, EIPA. In addition, chronic 

exposure of bile acids and acid, in-vitro, confers resistance to cytotoxicity and 

makes cells derived from the squamous epithelium of the esophagus resemble BE 

and EAC. Finally, modifying the bile acid composition with glycol-

Ursodeoxycholic acid (GUDCA) prevents many of the malignant effects of bile 
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acids and acid and suggests a possible therapeutic strategy for those that suffer 

from GERD. 

The conclusion from this study suggest that bile acid reflux should be 

controlled in patients who suffer from GERD 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Esophageal Adenocarcinoma  

Esophageal cancer will account for 6% of all digestive malignancies diagnosed in 

20101. There are two major types of esophageal cancer2. One type is esophageal 

squamous cell carcinoma (ESCC), arising from the cells of the squamous 

epithelium. The other is esophageal adenocarcinoma (EAC) which arises from 

glandular cells within pre-malignant tissue of the esophagus 3-5. While ESCC has 

met with a slow decline in incidence over the past several decades, EAC 

incidence has increased approximately 575%, rising nearly 5 times faster than all 

other cancers 6 (Figure 1). EAC is one of the most aggressive malignancies with 

near the lowest 5-year survivability of all cancers, accounting for 4% of predicted 

total cancer deaths in 20101.  

 

 

 

Figure 1: Esophageal adenocarcinoma incidence Solid black line = esophageal 
adenocarcinoma; short dashed line = melanoma; line = prostate cancer; dashed 
line = breast cancer; dotted line = lung cancer; dashes and dotted line = colorectal 
cancer. 

Pohl et al. 2005
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1.2 EAC risk factors 

1.2.1 Obesity  

 There are several factors which contribute and are associated during the 

progression of normal esophagus to EAC. The first one I will discuss is obesity, a 

condition which highly associates to many gastrointestinal tumors, specifically 

EAC 7-10.  

 Obesity has indeed become an epidemic, and in the United States 

particularly 11-15. The belief is that a western diet, one that is high in saturated fats 

16 and low in fruits and vegetables17, has a distinct correlation to the development 

of, in particular, abdominal adiposity. It is hypothesized that obesity can 

contribute to the increase of inflammatory cytokines, proliferative signaling 

pathways and markers which associate to tumor progression. Indeed, an event of 

sustained inflammation and inflammatory signals are highly correlative to the 

development of cancer 18. However, there is no consensus data to support that 

obesity can singularly contribute to the development of EAC and remains only as 

a predictive characteristic of increased susceptibility. Therefore, researchers have 

identified other risk factors to predict the progresssion from normal epithelium to 

cancer in the esophagus. 
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1.2.2 Barrett’s Esophagus (BE) 

Perhaps the strictest example of predictive power for the development of 

EAC is the presence of a metaplasia within the esophagus called Barrett’s 

esophagus (BE). This condition correlates extremely highly with the development 

of EAC wherein nearly every case of cancer has grades of BE dysplasia within the 

tumor margins 19. The identification of markers which associate to tumorigenesis 

are highly sought after in the development of effective therapeutic strategies, and 

BE appears to be the most attractive disease in that effort. 

 

1.2.3 Gastroesophageal reflux 

Acid has been long established to be connected with BE and EAC 

development 19. Time of acid exposure during reflux is positively associated with 

BE and EAC development in clinic 20. However, just treating with acid 

suppressants is not enough to prevent BE and EAC development. This suggests 

that other components of gastroesophageal reflux, such as bile acids, may be 

contributing to the genotoxic and tumorigenicity of reflux associated cancer 21. 

While it remains controversial how exactly bile acids make their way into the 

stomach to be refluxed to the esophagus, theories have emerged which implicate 

pyloric sphincter dysfunction in the leakage of bile acids from the duodenum to 

the gastric environment 22.  
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1.3 Barrett’s esophagus (BE) 

1.3.1 BE definition and epidemiology 

Barrett’s esophagus is a pre-malignant condition defined as the 

replacement of squamous epithelium with glandular columnar epithelium 

containing goblet cells 23, 24. BE is an intestinal metaplasia, meaning that one cell 

type (in this case squamous epithelium) has been replaced with cells and tissue 

resembling a distant and completely different origin (intestine-like). During 

endoscopic surveillance, BE presents as a dark red lesion within the distal portion 

of the esophagus near the gastric sphincter, termed the gastroesophageal junction 

(Figure 2).  
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Courtesy of Grzegorz Burnat 
 
Figure 2 Barrett’s esophagus. Left panels illustrate normal appearing stratified 
squamous epithelium near the gastroesophageal spincter. Right panels show 
schematic and endoscopic views of Barrett’s esophagus lesions presenting as dark 
red regions among the light pink, normal squamous epithelium. 
 

Indeed, there are marked differences in the tissue morphology of BE tissue 

which contains mucus secreting glands, columnar epithelium containing goblet 

cells and an increase of inflammatory cells (Figure 3). Markers associated with 

tumor progression such as loss of tumor suppressors like p53, increased genomic 

instability and loss of heterozygosity in various cell cycle regulators like p16, p17 

and cyclins 25 are expressed in this tissue.  

 

Normal Esophagus Barrett’s Esophagus
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Courtesy of Grzegorz Burnat 
 
Figure 3 Tissue and cell architectural and morphological differences between 
Normal squamous esophagus and Barrett’s esophagus.  
 

BE occurs mostly in white males with an incidence that is greatly 

increased in western countries. The average age of BE development is estimated 

to be around 40 years but patients range in age at time of diagnosis between 50-60 

years 26, 27. BE is found in approximately 6%-12% of patients in the United States 

undergoing endoscopy for symptoms associated with acid reflux 28. Interestingly, 

the presence of BE is approximately 1% in randomized patients undergoing 

endoscopy suggesting that BE is grossly underdiagnosed 28. It is suggested that 

diet contributes to the development of BE, similar to the association of EAC. 

However, particular attention is paid to the phenomenon of gastroesophageal 

reflux disease, its association to BE and the role of bile acids. 
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1.3.2 Risk factors for BE 

 While the risk factors for BE are starkly similar to the risk factors of EAC, 

one particular association has become of unique interest to those studying and 

researching BE as it progresses to EAC. Gastroesophageal reflux disease 

(GERD), is a condition defined as the chronic reflux of stomach contents into the 

esophagus 29. It has been postulated that the caustic elements which compose 

gastroesophageal reflux (GER) are toxic to cells of the squamous epithelium and 

cause regeneration of newly adapted cells which are intestinal-like, evolved to 

handle the unique environment during reflux (metaplasia, ie BE) 30.  

 Similar to risk factors for the development of EAC, diet has been largely 

implicated in the development of BE as well. A high fat diet, and especially one 

which is associated with over-consumption, such is the case of western countries, 

there is a possible dual role that food plays during BE development. Primarily, 

high fat increases the amount of bile acid production, a key component to GER 29. 

Secondly, an over-consumption of food has the effect of distending the stomach 

after eating which plays a significant role in transient lower esophageal sphincter 

relaxation31. Dysfunction of the pyloric sphincter will contribute to the movement 

of bile acids into the stomach. While still a hypothetical correlation, there is 

evidence that these two events contribute to and explain the association of a high 

fat western diet and the epidemiological trends of BE and EAC development in 

the United States (Figure 4 summarizes this model)    
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Courtesy of Grzegorz Burnat 
 
Figure 4 Gastroesophageal reflux disease is associated with the malfunction of 
both pyloric sphincter and gastroesophageal sphincters which allow bile acids to 
enter the stomach and stomach contents to enter the esophagus, respectively. 
 

1.4 Components of Gastroesophageal reflux (GER) and the role in BE progression 

 GER is defined as the presence of bile acids in combination with acid 

(stomach contents) which reflux into the esophagus. Chronic exposure of the 

esophagus to these conditions lead to a condition called gastroesophageal reflux 

disease (GERD). There are two major components of GER that will be discussed 

in the current section, bile acids and acid. In particular, there are two types of bile 

acids, hydrophobic bile acids which vary in toxicity and origin and a hydrophilic 

bile acid which retains a less caustic and perhaps therapeutic advantage. 
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1.4.1 Synthesis and composition of bile acids in physiology. 

 Bile acids are synthesized in the liver via oxidation of cholesterol by 

cytochrome P45032, 33. These primary bile acids are called cholic acid and 

chenodeoxycholic acid, are hydrophobic in nature and make up the largest 

proportion of bile acids circulating in the body. After undergoing conjugation in 

the liver, with either taurine or glycine, these bile acids are secreted into the gall 

bladder where they concentrate by dehydration and are subsequently distributed 

into the duodenum to aid in the digestion of fats. Primarily, bile acids function by 

creating micelles and breaking fats down into their fatty acid and glycerol 

components.  

1.4.1.1 Hydrophobic bile acids  

Once in the intestines, bacteria within the flora of the large and small 

bowel can convert primary bile acids into secondary bile acids through de-

hydroxylation, producing lithocholic acid (LCA) and deoxycholic acid (DCA) 

from cholic and chenodeoxycholic acid, respectively. DCA and LCA are undergo 

the same pathway of enterohepatic recirculation that primary bile acids experience 

by the portal vein. These secondary bile acids are particularly caustic, more 

hydrophobic than primary bile acids and confer the greatest degree of cytotoxicity 

upon the epithelium in the esophagus during reflux episodes 34. In addition, the 

types of conjugation (glycine or taurine) of these secondary bile acids are also of 

importance because they too elicit different effects upon cytotoxicity and bile acid 

function in tissue 35-37.  
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Bile acids exist in several states as pH dependent molecules They are 

found as an insoluble, protonated acid; a simply dissolved protonated acid and/or 

its anion; a simple micelle; a constituent of mixed micelles or vesicles; or an 

insoluble calcium salt 38. Moreover, as BE is particularly associated with an acidic 

environment, the effect on bile acids are uniquely different in reflux than in a 

more basic environment such as the intestines. Bile acids present in bile are 

conjugated with glycine or taurine, however there is small fraction of 

unconjugated bile acids in the normal bile. Glycine conjugated bile acids 

represent more than 70% of all bile acid pool while taurine conjugated bile acids 

represent about 20%. Unconjugated bile acids are known to be more toxic 

compared to bile acids conjugated with glycine or taurine.  

The majority of bile acids (glycine conjugated and unconjugated) 

irreversibly precipitate at normal acidic environment of stomach (pH ~2), thus 

they cannot cause cell damage or the alterations in cell signaling. In contrast, at 

higher pH (i.e. pH 4) glycine conjugated bile acids are soluble, unionized and thus 

active since their pKa is about 438.  

 Of importance is the role that hydrophobic bile acids play in the 

development of BE and EAC. One clinical study by Nehra et al. demonstrated 

that the proportion of bile acids increases in refluxate as BE develops to a 

proportion where 100% of patients in a particular study, with BE, had bile acids 

present in their refluxate 34 (Figure 5). Animal models have illustrated that 

gastroesophageal reflux and particularly the presence of hydrophobic bile acids, 
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are required for the development of BE and EAC pathologies within the 

esophagus 39, 40. These show strong evidence that hydrophobic bile acids are 

tightly associated with and likely required for the progression of BE to EAC in a 

model of gastroesophageal reflux. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Clinical evaluation of patients with esophagitis and BE. Proportion of 
bile acids in refluxate increases through progression of esophagitis to BE. Nehra 
et al. Gut, 1999 
 

1.4.1.2 Hydrophilic bile acid Ursodeoxycholic acid 

Ursodeoxycholic acid (UDCA) is a tertiary bile acid, converted from the 

secondary bile acid DCA. This bile acid, an epimer of chenodeoxycholic acid, is 

unique in that it displays properties of hydrophilicity with a sterically altered –OH 

group (Figure 6) 41. In addition UDCA has been used therapeutically for 

hepatobiliary disorders and it displays therapeutic potential in many in-vitro and 
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in-vivo studies by altering the bile acid composition to a less hydrophobic nature 

41-45. 

 

 

 

 Figure 6 hydrophobic bile acid (CDCA) and hydrophilic bile acid (UDCA) 
are dissimilar by the stereochemistry of the –OH group. 
 

The normal physiological composition of bile acids consists of conjugated 

and unconjugated forms of chenodeoxycholic acid (CDCA), lithocholic acid 

(LCA), deoxycholic acid (DCA), cholic acid (CA) and UDCA. Figure 7 illustrates 

the percentages of bile acids before and after UDCA treatment (Figure 7). 

Following an oral therapy with UDCA, the composition of the bile acid pool is 

modified with an increased proportion of the hydrophilic compound and less of 

the cytotoxic, hydrophobic secondary bile acids 44, 45.  

 

 

 

 

Chenodeoxycholic acid Ursodeoxcycholic acid 
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Figure 7 effect of UDCA oral therapy on the bile acid composition 

 

1.4.2 Gastric acid 

 The second component of GER is gastric acid. The content of the stomach 

is typically acidic with a pH in the range of pH 1-3 under normal physiological 

circumstances. In addition, gastric acid contains many different digestive enzymes 

in order to begin the break down of sugars, protein and carbohydrates upon entry 

into the stomach 46. Maintenance of the acidic environment is achieved by 

secretion of H+ into the lumen by a cooperation between enzymes such as 

Carbonic anhydrase and the H+/K+ ATPase in order to achieve an acidity within 

the contents of the stomach 46.  

As discussed above, bile acids can display a variety of characteristics 

depending on the pH of the environment. Moreover, the proportion of bile acids 

in GERD is significantly increased in patients with BE. Therefore, close attention 

is paid to the role of gastric acid and bile acids in the development of disease and 

Combes et al., Hepatology 1999 
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the effect that the combination of acid and bile acids have on epithelial cells of the 

esophagus.  

  

1.4.2.1 Role of gastric acid in carcinogenesis 

The cytotoxic effect of acid can be fairly extreme. A large proportion of 

Americans experience acid reflux. As a consequence, the unprotected epithelium 

of the esophagus is exposed to the low pH environment of the stomach, and this 

can have serious effects on the molecular integrity of a cell. The presence of acid 

in the extracellular space in tissues that are not typically exposed to or protected 

from acid can influence the acidity within the cell. This decrease of intracellular 

pH has been shown to lead to DNA damage as a consequence of de-purination 

and de-pyrimidation and can lead to genomic instability and carcinogenesis 47. 

Consequently, gastric acid is highly associated with development of esophagitis 

as the result of reflux into the esophagus48. Therefore, it is crucial that acid be 

acknowledged as a component of GER when examining reflux associated damage 

and finding targets for therapy. 

 

1.5 Bile acid-induced DNA damage and tumor progression 

 1.5.1 Overview of DNA damage and relationship to cancer  

Perhaps one of the greatest links to the development of any type of cancer 

is the presence of DNA mutations. As a consequence, identifying mechanisms 

which elicit DNA damage is of key importance in the study of tumor 
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development. Inheritable loss of DNA repair enzymes and increased DNA 

damage has been linked to several tumor types 49, 50. The imperfect repair process 

can lead to point mutations which can increase activity of certain onco-proteins 

like Ras signaling and decrease tumor suppressor proteins like p53 50. When it 

comes to endogeous sources of DNA damage, reactive oxygen species (ROS) and 

reactive nitrogen species (RNS) are perhaps the greatest culprits. Since the event 

of DNA damage is so well connected to cancer progression, this pathways of 

tumorigenesis is of interest when looking at the progression of esophageal 

adenocarinoma and the role of bile acids. 

It has been well demonstrated, previously, that bile acids can induce DNA 

damage in colon cancer cell lines51 52. When it comes to the esophagus, there have 

been fewer studies to elucidate the role of bile acids and DNA damage. However, 

several studies have shown that oxidative damage to DNA is a common 

characteristic of exposure in esophageal cells 53-57. This unique feature of bile 

acids has led to studies evaluating the effect of antioxidants during bile acid 

exposure 58 42 59 60. ROS and RNS have both been highly implicated in the 

production of bile acid induced DNA damage. 

 

1.5.2 Reactive oxygen species and reactive nitrogen species 

Activation of nitric oxide synthases (NOS) hyperactivate NO production 

through phosphorylation of specific residues which can be induced by bile acids 

61. As a consequence, NO can rapidly react with free oxygen or superoxide to 
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produce a reactive nitrogen species capable of oxidizing DNA and causing 

irreversible damage to the bases (Figure 8)  

  

Figure 8 Production of reactive nitrogen species 

 

 Reactive oxygen species have also been shown to be largely involved in 

bile acid associated DNA damage 53. This is the consequence of several 

mechanisms. Primarily, NADPH oxidase and mitochondrial alterations, which are 

responsible for production of superoxide, can be activated by bile acids 54. 

Presence of superoxides have the consequence of directly damaging DNA or 

being converted to hydrogen peroxide by catalase, another ROS that is 

detrimental to the integrity of DNA.  

1.6 Bile acids and Apoptosis  

 While DNA damage is indeed a great contributor to tumor progression, 

apoptosis resistance is the hallmark of cancer 62. Apoptosis is the process by 
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which cells undergo a programmed cell death. There are many proteins in the cell 

which are dedicated for the sole purpose of either inducing apoptosis as the 

consequence of signaling pathways, or to prevent apoptosis during times of cell 

repair or homeostasis. 

 Indeed, apoptosis is a critical part of tissue development in the early stages 

of differentiation but can contribute to the out of control growth of tumors 63. 

There have been two pathways identified which elicit apoptosis: intrinsic and 

extrinsic. Intrinsic apoptosis is achieved through intracellular signaling pathways, 

just as the name suggests; mitochondria are crucial for this pathway. DNA 

damage, improper cell division, exposure to an antigen or exposure to a chemical 

stimulant can induce activation of various intracellular signaling molecules. These 

stimuli can activate one of several proteins recruited to release cytochrome C and 

apoptosis inducible factor (AIF) from mitochondria, and begin a cascade of 

programmed cell death 64. (Figure 9) 

 Extrinsic cell death requires extracellular stimuli and activation by the 

receptors on the cell surface. These stimuli can affect receptors such as Fas, 

TNFR, DR3, DR4 and DR5 which activate the intracellular cascade of caspase 8 

activation and recruitment of the death inducing signal complex (DISC) (Figure 

9). 
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Figure 9 Extrinsic and an example (p53) of intrinsic apoptosis pathways 
(Frontiers in Bioscience 7, e339-353, August 1, 2002) 
 

 1.6.1 Bile acids and apoptosis 

 Hydrophobic bile acids are inducers of apoptosis, and resistance to the 

apoptotic stimuli is implicated in tumor progression 65, 66. While all pathways of 

bile acid-induced apoptosis have not been defined, several strong candidates have 

emerged to help define proteins and signaling molecules involved in apoptosis 

and perhaps apoptosis resistance after exposure to bile acids. An extrinsic 

example of bile acid induced apoptosis is the activation of CD95 67. Additionally, 
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as described above, DNA damage can be another signal of apoptosis which is 

activated by bile acid exposure and results in p53-dependent apoptosis. An 

interesting note is that p53 is lost during progression of Barrett’s esophagus to 

adenocarcinoma. This may induce genomic alterations contributing to GERD-

associated tumorigenesis 6.  

 

1.6.2 Ions and bile acid-induced apoptosis 

Finally, ion signaling plays a prominent and newly studied signaling 

pathway for the induction of bile acid-induced apoptosis. Primarily, the release of 

calcium is one has shown itself to be a major activator of apoptosis signaling 

following exposure to bile acids.  

Bile acids release intracellular calcium from two main stores, the 

endoplasmic reticulum and acidic intracellular calcium stores 68. High 

intracellular calcium has the effect of inducing release of cytochrome C from the 

mitochondria and begins a cascade of intrinsic apoptosis. In addition, calcium-

induced apoptosis can be achieved by movement of calcium through the 

Na+/Ca2+/K+ exchanger (NCKX) which leads to K+-dependent apoptosis 69. 

This most recent finding by Gerbino et al. has elucidated the importance of ion 

flux, the role of calcium in apoptosis and the need for further studies in ion-

mediated, bile acid-induced apoptosis. 
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1.7 Role of ionic regulation in BE, transporters and exchangers in BE 

Ion transport across the cell membrane in the GI is crucial to regulate 

intracellular pH (pHi), cell volume, kinase and protein activation, ion homeostasis 

and even apoptosis 70-74. Indeed, one of the most important hallmarks of cancer is 

the ability to resist cell death and apoptosis 62. By understanding the mechanisms 

and, most importantly, the ionic regulation and transporters activated during 

apoptosis, we can begin to understand how cells evolve the ability to resist it. 

Primarily, one of the most important ions identified in the process of apoptosis is 

K+. 

The movement of K+ out of the cell through passive transport has been 

implicated in programmed cell death. As a consequence of K+ efflux, the cell 

undergoes volume loss and activation of proteins and kinases involved in 

apoptosis activation 75, 76. Importantly, the effect of K+ loss has been documented 

as the final step in bile acid induced apoptosis69. While K+ is implicated in the 

early steps of apoptosis, calcium regulation and intracellular levels and its role in 

apoptosis have been highly linked. 

Calcium is one of the key regulators of apoptosis through mitochondrial 

dependent and independent mechanisms 77. Increases of intracellular calcium 

levels have been directly associated with bile acid induced cell death and 

apoptosis 69, 78. Inhibition of several transporters which move calcium into the cell 

as well as release from the endoplasmic reticulum has the effect of preventing bile 

acid-induced apoptosis 68, 69. Perhaps one of the most important events linked to 
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calcium influx and potassium efflux is the influx, and intracellular increase of 

Na+ ions. 

Na+ influx is highly associated with K+ forced efflux in the cascade of 

cell shrinkage and apoptosis 79, 80. Sodium increase, as the consequence of bile 

acids, will cause a disturbance of osmolyte homeostasis which results in cell 

swelling and changes in the balance of K+ ions and Ca2+ ions which has the 

effect of driving mitochondrial dependent and independent cell death 69, 78.  

Ion regulation includes many ubiquitous and important channels and 

transporters. Highlighted here are transporters and exchangers whose activity 

associates with the presence of bile acids. 

 

1.7.1 Ca2+ exchangers and transporters 

There are two major transporters of Ca2+. First is the passive transporter, 

the Na+/Ca2+ exchanger (NCX). The second is an active, ATP-ase driven 

transporter termed the plasma membrane calcium ATPase (PMCA), or the 

sarco(endo)plasmic reticulum calcium ATPase (SERCA) 81. These active 

transporters will move calcium for protons having a simultaneous effect not only 

on calcium regulated processes within the cell, but also on cell pH.  

Firstly, the Na+/Ca2+ transporter (NCX) plays a passive, yet important 

role in the regulation of cell volume, while simultaneously dictating the activity of 

Ca2+ sensitive proteins and kinases 82, 83. Due to the fact that this transporter 

exchanges Na+ and Ca2+ without the use of energy, the dynamics of the NCX 
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can be profound. In fact, the activity of the NCX has been associated with cell and 

tumor progression 84. Bile acids have been shown to activate the NCX in 

pancreatic cells 85, an effect, if large enough, that could activate calcium enough 

to activate the mitochondrial transition pore, and cytochrome release 77.  

The PMCA and SERCA both exchange calcium for protons in an active, 

ATP-dependent manner. Previous studies have shown that increase of cytosolic 

calcium at the expense of intracellular acidity can have the consequence of 

increasing DNA damage, an event that is particularly associated with GERD61, 86. 

In order to maintain a balance of Ca2+ ions, the Na+/Ca2+ K+ exchanger 

(NCKX) plays a particular role in the pathophysiology of bile acids. 

 

1.7.2 K+ exchangers and transporters 

The NCKX has been shown to be dependent on and activated by calcium, 

potassium or sodium levels 87. One study has shown the great importance of 

NCKX activity in bile acid induced apoptosis, showing that a calcium dependent 

K+ efflux results in cell death 69. Finally, and perhaps most relevant to GI 

physiology and EAC tumor progression is the sodium/hydrogen exchanger 

(NHE).  

1.7.3 Na+/H+ exchanger (NHE)  

The ubiquitously expressed NHE comprises 9-subfamily members in the 

solute carrier family 9 (SLC9) gene family 72. These passive exchangers move 

Na+ into the cell and H+ out of the cell to regulate cell volume, pH and ion 
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homeostasis. Importantly, the primary GI-related purpose and role of this protein 

is the regulation of sodium absorption in the small intestine and colon, and 

volume, pH regulation and osmotic homeostasis in the esophagus and duodenus 

72, 88. Two of the NHE isoforms, NHE1 and NHE3, have been shown to interact 

with kinases and implicated in intracellular signaling and pathway activation via 

the C-terminal tail 89, 90 (Figure 10). NHE-1, in particular, is also associated with 

increased expression in several tumor types 91, 92. 

 

Zachos et al.  

Figure 10   
NHE1 and NHE3 topology and C-terminal-binding partners. These signaling 
peptides serve important functions in cell survival and adaptation to toxic 
environments. 
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In addition to the pHi regulatory function, NHE1 also activates several 

pathways involved with kinase activation 72. NHE1 itself is phosphorylated at the 

C terminus (aa 638–815) by the Ser/Thr kinases ROCK, p90RSK, and NIK 72. 

Additionally, Akt signaling, important for cell survival, can be stimulated through 

Ezrin binding of the C-terminal tail of NHE-1 93. Consequently, NHE-1 

overexpression in tumors and activation of cell signaling may be important roles 

of this exchanger during cancer development. However, it has been shown in 

several models that inhibition of the NHE is associated with decreased apoptosis 

following acute events of cytotoxicity 94.Therefore, the particular role of this 

protein in cell survival under basal conditions may be distinct from the activity of 

this protein under events of cytotoxicity, interesting facet of this protein which is 

examined in this paper. 

Finally, there have been studies which report NHE inhibition by 

endogenous compounds such as nitric oxide, cGMP and cAMP among many 

others 72. Specifically of interest in this paper is nitric oxide as a compound shown 

to elicit partial inhibition of NHE95. Nitric oxide synthase, the enzyme responsible 

for conversion of L-Arginine to nitric oxide, is up-regulated in Barrett’s 

esophagus and esophageal adenocarcinoma and play prominent roles in 

tumorigensis 56, 96-98.  
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1.8 BE and EAC treatment options 

1.8.1Antacids and acid suppressants 

 Acid reflux is frequent in individuals with GERD, as a consequence the 

esophagus experiences severe acid-burn and this sensation is diagnosed as 

“heartburn”. One of the most common ways to prevent heartburn and the 

discomfort associated with it is the use of antacids and suppression of the stomach 

acid where the caustic fluid originates 99. This is generally achieved by adding a 

sodium bicarbonate, a basic buffering substance, into the stomach to change the 

pH of the gastric acid and relieve the acid burn during reflux. There have been 

more permanent solutions to changing the acidic environment of the stomach with 

the use of proton pump inhibitors. 

 

1.8.2 PPI 

Proton pump inhibitors (PPI) have been largely used for treatment of acid 

related disorders, including BE. PPIs decrease secretion of gastric acid by 

inhibiting H+/K+ ATPase of parietal cells and alleviate symptoms associated with 

acid reflux100, 101. However, it is not clear if this therapy can completely suppress 

reflux of duodenal contents. Clinical studies using Bilitec 2000® probe 

demonstrated that the bile reflux is more common and concentrations of bile acids 

are significantly higher in patients with BE than in patients with GERD102. 

Furthermore, during the last years, concerns have been raised, since long-term 

treatment with PPIs may produce adverse effects and can raise the pH of the 
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gastric acid from 1-3 to a pH>4102-104. While this treatment indeed suppresses the 

discomfort associated with acid reflux, it has been hotly contested as a contributor 

to BE and EAC development 102-104.  Using the common knowledge that bacteria 

thrive at more neutral pH levels, one can deduce that the production of secondary 

bile acids could be higher with a higher presence of bacteria as the consequence 

of PPI therapy. This increase of hydrophobic bile acids could consequently be 

refluxed into the esophagus, especially in patients with a higher propensity of 

gastric reflux.  

  

1.8.3 Ablation therapy 

 To date, one of the most successful therapies for BE is the use of ablation 

therapy both radio-frequency and thermal techniques 28. This treatment modality 

has been shown to successfully and completely remove regions of dysplasia and 

intestinal metaplasia within the esophagus 105. The primary outcomes of patients 

treated with ablation therapy showed over 60% eradication of the BE lesions in 

both low grade and high grade dysplasia (Figure 11).  
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Shaheen et al. 
 
Figure 11 Primary outcomes of patients treated with or without ablation therapy in 
a 12mo follow up. 
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2. Materials and Methods 

 

2.1 Cell lines and chemicals 

 JHesoAd1 esophageal adenocarcinoma cells were a kind gift from Dr. 

James R. Eshleman (Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD). The cells were 

cultured in RPMI containing 10% FBS. CP-A cells derived from non-dysplastic 

BE were kindly provided by Dr. Rabinovitch (Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research 

Center, University of Washington). The cells were cells immortalized by hTERT 

transfection and maintained in MCDB 153 with supplementation that included 5% 

fetalbovine serum (Omega Scientific, Tarzana, CA), 20ng/ml epidermal growth 

factor (EGF, R&DSystems, Minneapolis, MN), 140μg/ml bovine pituitary extract 

(Sigma, St Louis, MO), 10mM cholera toxin (Sigma), 0.4μg/ml hydrocortisone 

(Sigma), 20μg/ml adenine (Sigma), 5μg/ml insulin, 5μg/ml transferrin and 5ng/ml 

selenium (Sigma), 4 mM L-glutamine, 100U/ml penicillin (Gibco, Carlsbad, CA), 

100μg/ml streptomycin (Gibco), 7.5% w/v sodium bicarbonate (Gibco), and 

0.25μg/ml Amphotericin B (Gibco). HET1A cells were provided by Dr. Curtis C. 

Harris (National Cancer Institute, Bethesda, MD).  HET1A is a normal human 

esophageal epithelial cell line immortalized by transfection of the SV40 T antigen 

early region gene. These cells have epithelial morphology, stain positively for 

cytokeratin 13, and have remained non-tumorigenic in athymic, nude mice for 

more than 12 months 106. The cells were cultured in BRFF-EPM2 medium 
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(Athena Environmental Sciences, Baltimore, MD) supplemented with 50 μg/ml 

gentamicin and 0.25 μg/ml fungizone.  

 To develop HET1AR cells:  HET1A cells were exposed for 10 minutes to 

medium acidified to pH 5.5 in the presence of 0.2 mM bile acid cocktail (BA). 

The cells were then split and when they were 80-90 % confluent they were 

exposed again to 0.2 mM BA at pH 5.5 (on average once or twice a week). As the 

cells became adapted, the time of exposure was increased by 5 minutes. This 

procedure was repeated until the HET1AR cells were able to survive and 

proliferate after exposure to 0.2 mM BA at pH 5.5 for 120 minutes. It took 90 

weeks to achieve this resistance. The cells were unexposed to acid and bile acids 

for 21 days before being evaluated or the cells were exposed to 0.2 mM BA at pH 

5.5 for 2 hours and evaluated 24 hours later as noted.  

All experiments were performed in a serum-free, phenol red-free RPMI 

medium (Sigma, St. Louis MO). Deoxycholic acid (DCA) was purchased from 

ICN biochemicals (Cleveland, OH). Ethylisopropyl-amiloride (EIPA) and di-

methylamiloride (DMA) (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) was diluted in dimethylsulfoxide 

(DMSO) to 50mM and used at a final concentration of 20μM and 100μM, 

respectively, unless otherwise noted. Probe for pH detection, 2'-7'-

bis(carboxyethyl)-5(6)-carboxyfluorescein (BCECF), calcium fluorescence, Fura-

2, lysotracker fluorescence, Lysotracker-Green/Red and DAPI and Hoechst 33342  

used for nuclear stains were from Molecular Probes (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). 

1400W, dimethyl amiloride (DMA) and NG-nitro-L-arginine methyl ester (L-
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NAME) were from Sigma (St. Louis, MO) and zoniporide from Tocris (Ellisville 

MO). Probes for nitric oxide, 4-amino-5-methylamino-2′,7′-difluorofluorescein 

(DAF-FM) were from Molecular Probes (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). 

 

2.2 Bile acid cocktail 

The cells were exposed to media acidified to pH 4, 5.5 or 7.4, deoxycholic 

acid (DCA) and/or bile acid cocktail. The bile acid cocktail consists of an 

equimolar mixture of sodium salts of glycocholic acid, taurocholic acid, 

glycodeoxycholic acid, glycochenodeoxycholic acid and deoxycholic acid. This 

cocktail reflects the mixture of bile acids to which the distal esophagus is 

ordinarily exposed during gastroesophageal reflux, based on the studies of Kauer 

et al107, Nehra et al 34 and Theisen et al. 108. The concentration of each of the five 

bile salts was 0.02 mM or 0.04 mM for a total bile acid concentration as indicated.  

2.3 Patients 

Thirty patients with known BE were included in the present study. All 

patients gave written informed consent with the approval of the University of 

Arizona Human Subjects Committee. Endoscopic biopsies of BE and squamous 

mucosa were taken from patients undergoing regular surveillance procedures. 

Biopsies for microarray analysis were immediately stored in RNAlater solution 

(Ambion Inc., Austin, TX). Adjacent biopsies were stained with hematoxylin and 

eosin (H&E) and Alcian blue (pH2.5) for histological evaluation and assessment 

of intestinal metaplasia. BE was defined as the presence of intestinal-like 
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metaplastic epithelium containing goblet cells (IM) from the sites above the 

gastro-esophageal (GE) junction. 

 

2.4 Measurement of intracellular sodium and potassium.  

Sodium or potassium was measured by atomic absorption 

spectrophotometry following a published method 109. Briefly, cells grown to 

confluence on 6-well culture dishes were pre-incubated in serum-free RPMI for 

30 min at 37°C with indicated drugs. After incubation with different treatments, 

media was removed and washed with ice-cold isotonic magnesium chloride 

solution two times (100mM MgCl2 in nano-pure, double distilled H20). The 

magnesium chloride solution was then removed, and the cells were digested in 

30% nitric acid over night at 37°C under steady rocking. The acid digest was 

diluted with deionized water and the sodium or potassium content of the diluted 

cell lysate was measured using an atomic absorption spectrophotometer (Analyst 

100; Perkin-Elmer, Norwalk, CT) at wavelengths of 589.0 or 766.5 nm, 

respectively.  An aliquot of the acid digest was neutralized with 5M NaOH and 

applied to a BCA assay (Thermo Scientific, Rockford IL) to determine total 

protein per treatment well. 

 

2.5 Measurement of intracellular calcium 

Cytoplasmic calcium was determined in cells loaded with the calcium-

sensitive dye Fura-2, dissolved in 20% pluronic F-127 in DMSO by measuring 
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the fluorescence intensity at alternating excitation wavelengths of 340 nm and 380 

nm using a method described previously 110. Briefly, cells were grown to semi-

confluence on 35mm glass bottom culture dishes (MatTek Corp, Ashland, MA). 

Cells were then loaded with 3μM Fura-2 AM (the AM form allows entry into the 

cell) for 30 minutes under humidified 5% CO2 at 37°C. The cells were then 

washed three times with serum-free, phenol red-free RPMI solution and placed 

back at 37°C to de-esterify (making the AM form of the dye impermeant to 

passage through the cell membrane) for an additional 15 minutes. The dish 

containing the cells was then placed in a temperature-controlled microincubator 

(PDMI-2; Harvard Biosciences, Holliston, MA) on the stage of placed a 

fluorescence microscope (Zeiss, Thornwood, NY) and Fura-2 fluorescence 

intensity was measured using an emission wavelength of 520 nm and alternating 

dual excitation wavelengths of 334 nm and 380 nm read by a digital imaging 

system (InCyt Im2; Intracellular Imaging Inc., Cincinnati OH). Calibration was 

performed in vitro, either in the cell perfusion dish or the calibration chamber 

supplied by the manufacturer from concentrations 0nM-1000nM. The camera and 

the microscope settings for the calibration and for conducting experiments were 

the same 

 

2.6 Intracellular pH measurement.  

Intracellular pH was measured in cells by epifluorescence microscopy 

using the pH-sensitive dye BCECF. Cells were grown to semi-confluence on a 35-
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mm plastic dish (Corning Costar, Corning, NY) and incubated for 20 minutes at 

37°C, 5% CO2 in the presence of 3μM BCECF. Cells were washed and medium 

was replaced to allow de-esterification of the dye for 7.5 minutes. De-

esterification transforms BCECF-AM (the ester form) to membrane-impermeable 

BCECF (acid form), which is trapped in the cytoplasm. The cells were then 

washed again several times to remove any traces of external dye. The dish 

containing the cells was then placed in a temperature-controlled microincubator 

(PDMI-2; Harvard Biosciences, Holliston, MA) on the stage of an upright 

epifluorescence microscope (Eclipse; Nikon, Tokyo, Japan). The microscope was 

fitted with a high-resolution video camera (DVC 340M-00-CL; Applied Scientific 

Instrumentation, Eugene, OR) to read and record the BCECF fluorescence 

intensity in the cells. Fluorescence intensity was measured at an emission 

wavelength of 535 nm, with alternating excitation wavelengths of 488 and 460 

nm, programmed by an imaging system (InCyt Im2; Intracellular Imaging Inc., 

Cincinnati OH). The fluorescence intensity ratio I488/I460
 was calibrated by 

titrating BCECF free acid with a range of buffers with defined pH values (5.49–

8.5). Calibration was performed in vitro, either in the cell perfusion dish or the 

calibration chamber supplied by the manufacturer (Intracellular Imaging Inc.). 

The camera and the microscope settings for the calibration and for conducting 

experiments were the same.  

Superfused samples were performed following these conditions: Cells 

were superfused with medium at pH7.4 to obtain a stable baseline pHi. The 
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solution was then changed to the medium acidified to pH5.5 for a treatment 

period of 10 minutes with or without BA. When bile acids were combined at a 

pH<5 the integrity of the cell membrane was compromised by bile acids and the 

fluorescent probe BCECF, used to measure intracellular pH, leaked out. 

Following treatment, medium at pH7.4 was used to measure pHi recovery rate 

after treatments for an additional 5 min. When utilizing inhibitors, L-NAME, 

1400W, DMA or zoniporide, cells were pre-incubated with the inhibitors for 30 

minutes before exposure to acid and/or BA, which also contained the indicated 

amount of inhibitor.  

Non-superfused samples were performed as follows: data were collected 

at time points for apoptosis-related data. Six individual pHi measurements from at 

least 25 cells were taken at each time point and averaged to determine the pHi at: 

0 minutes (immediately prior to treatment), 5, 20, 40, 60 minutes following the 

indicated treatments and this was performed on at least 3 independent occasions 

totaling ~75 cells per time point.  

Approximately 30 cells were assayed for each pHi experiment (N). 

Minimal pHi (pHimin) was calculated from the pHi traces as an average of the four 

lowest pHi values measured during the last ~24 seconds of treatment, prior to 

recovery with control medium. ΔpHi was calculated from the pHi traces as a 

difference between minimal pHi and pHi values at baseline. Or values were 

extrapolated as pHi change from control cells at the same time point (taken during 

0,5,20,40,60 minute intervals). 
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2.7 Nitric oxide (NO) detection 

DAF-FM, a membrane permeable NO fluorescent probe, was loaded into 

cells at 5.0μM for 20 minutes 111. The cells were incubated in a phenol-red free 

RPMI medium for 10 minutes to allow de-esterification. Using the 

epifluorescence microscopy method outlined for pHi measurement, we 

determined the real-time fluorescence of DAF-FM at excitation 488nm and 

emission 535nm in presence/absence of NOS inhibitors, L-NAME and 1400W. 

Values were plotted as fluorescence/baseline fluorescence (f/f0). At least 30 cells 

were measured for each treatment in at least two independent experiments.  

In the next experiment, NO production was measured in six-well plates 

using a fluorescent plate reader (Perkin Elmer, Waltham, MA). Cells were loaded 

with DAF-FM as described above, treated with BA in the presence/absence of 

NOS inhibitors and agitated for 30 seconds. The fluorescence was then read 1 

minute after exposure at excitation 490nm and emission 535nm and plotted as % 

of control.  

 

2.8 Western blot analysis and immunoprecipitation 

 Western blot analysis was performed as previously described 112. Briefly, 

following treatment the cells were lysed using lysis buffer (50mM Tris, pH 8, 

5mM EDTA, 150mM NaCl, 0.5% NP-40) supplemented with 
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phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (PMSF, 1mM), leupeptin (1ug/ml) and aprotinin 

(0.01U/ml). Protein aliquots (30�g/lane) were loaded on 10-15% SDS-

polyacrylamide gels for size fractionation by electrophoresis. The proteins were 

blotted onto Immobilon-P PVDF® transfer membrane (Millipore, Bedford, MA). 

The membranes were immunostained with antibodies against superoxide 

dismutase 1, (CuZnSOD, rabbit polyclonal antibody; 1:1000; Abcam, Cambridge, 

MA), catalase (rabbit polyclonal antibody, 1:10,000, Rockland Immunochemicals, 

Inc., Gilbertsville, PA) glutathione peroxidase 4 (GPX, rabbit polyclonal 

antibody, 1:2,000; Abcam, Cambridge, MA) and superoxide dismutase II 

(MnSOD, rabbit polyclonal, 1:5,000; Millipore, Billerica, MA) and then 

incubated with goat anti-mouse or anti-rabbit secondary antibody conjugated to 

horseradish peroxidase (1:20,000; Pierce, Rockford, IL). Antibody complexes 

were detected using the Supersignal® West Pico chemiluminescence detection 

system (Pierce, Rockford, IL). After this, the membranes were stripped using 

Stripping buffer (2% SDS, 100mM BME, 62.5mM Tris at pH 6.8) and 

immunostained with β-actin antibody (1:10,000, Oncogene research products, 

Cambridge, MA), or the membranes were stained for 20 minutes with Brilliant 

Blue G dye to confirm equal protein loading. CuZnSOD, (1:10,000, AbCam, 

Cambridge, MA), MnSOD, (1:5,000, Upstate, Lake Placid, NY), Bag-3 (1:1,000, 

Imgenex, San Diego, CA), catalase (1:1,000, Rockland Immunochemicals, 

Gilbertsville, PA), COX-2 (Cayman Chemical, Ann Arbor, MI), p53 (1:250, 

Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA), EGFR (1:250, Santa Cruz 
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Biotechnology), CK8/18 (1:250, Santa Cruz), phospho-STAT3tyr705 (1:300) and 

phospho-mTORser2448 (1:750, Cell Signaling, Boston, MA) β-actin (1:10,000, 

Calbiochem, Gibbstown, NJ), Mcl-1 (1:5,000,Thermo Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA).  

To evaluate NOS phosphorylation, CP-A cells were exposed for 5 minutes 

to control medium with or without 0.5mM BA. Immunoblotting was used to 

detect phosphorylated eNOS (p-eNOS) and nNOS (p-nNOS) using antibodies 

against p-eNOSser1177 (1:500, Cell Signaling) and p-nNOSSer1417 (1:350 Stressgen, 

Ann Arbor, MI). iNOS activation was determined by immunoprecipitation. 

Briefly, lysates were incubated with 5μg of anti-iNOS antibody overnight (Santa 

Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA). Immunoprecipitation of iNOS employed 

the Fisher Classic IP kit following manufacturer protocol (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific, Rockford IL). The eluted samples were analyzed by immunoblotting 

with primary antibodies to phospho-Ser/Thr/Ty (1:150, Anaspec, San Jose, CA) 

or iNOS (1:200). 

 

2.9 Immunofluorescence 

Cells were fixed on 4-chamber slides, following treatment, with methanol 

Villin (1:100, BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA), CDX-2 (1:100, Biogenex, San 

Ramon, CA), STAT3 (1:100, Cell Signaling), pSTAT3 (1:100, Santa Cruz 

Biotechnology) or the p50 subunit of NF-�B (1:100, Santa Cruz Biotechnology). 

Alexa Fluor®488 secondary antibodies (1:100, Molecular Probes Inc., Eugene, 

OR) anti-γ-H2A.X antibody (Santa Cruz Biotechnology) Lysotracker Red (1:100, 
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Molecular probes inc., Eugene OR) were applied for 60 minutes. The slides were 

counterstained with propidium iodide (PI) and coverslipped using VectaShield 

HardSet medium (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA). 

 

2.10 Determination of oxidative stress 

 Oxidative stress in CP-A esophageal cells was assessed by staining with 

Hydroethidine (HE) (Molecular Probes). HE is a nonfluorescent dye that is 

oxidized by ROS to form a highly fluorescent compound that can be visualized by 

fluorescence microscopy.  After 10 minutes exposure to different treatments the 

cells were washed twice with MCBD medium at pH 7.4 and incubated in medium 

for an additional 10 minutes. The cells were then washed and stained with 2μM 

HE for 30 minutes at 37oC and then for 5 minutes with 10 μM Hoechst 33342, a 

cell-permeant dye, which stains the nuclei. Images of live cells were taken using a 

Nikon TE300 fluorescence microscope with a digital camera equipped with 

appropriate filters for individual dyes. Digital images were analyzed using Image-

Pro Plus software (Media Cybernetics, Silver Spring, MD). 

For evaluation of oxidative DNA/RNA damage by fluorescence 

microscopy, CP-A cells were grown on slides, fixed with 4% formaldehyde, 

permeabilized with 100% methanol and incubated with primary antibody against 

8-OH-dG (4ug/ml, QED Bioscience, San Diego, CA) made in 10% goat 

serum/PBS with 0.05% saponin for one hours at room temperature.  Next, Alexa 

Fluor®488 secondary antibody (1:100, Molecular Probes Inc., Eugene, OR), was 
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applied for one hour. Nuclei were counterstained with propidium iodide 

(Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) and the coverslips were mounted on slides using 

Dako fluorescent mounting medium (Dako Laboratories, Carpinteria, CA).  

 

2.11 Superoxide dismutase activities 

 Cells (12x106) were sonicated in a buffer containing 100 mM 

diethanolamine; 100 mM triethanolamine at pH 7.45, centrifuged at 100,000 x g 

for 1h, and the supernatant dialyzed for 16h. Copper,zinc superoxide dismutase 

(CuZnSOD) and manganese superoxide dismutase (MnSOD) activities were 

determined using the method of Paoletti et al. 113 and the differential sensitivities 

of the enzymes to inactivation by 50 mM diethylthiocarbamate 113. Activities were 

normalized to cellular protein measured using the BCA reagent following the 

manufacturer’s instructions (Pierce Biotechnology, Rockford, IL). 

 

2.12 Cell proliferation 

 Cell proliferation was analyzed using CellTiter 96® AQueous Non-

Radioactive Cell Proliferation Assay(a[3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-5-(3-

carboxymethoxyphenyl)-2-(4-sulfophenyl)-2H-tetrazolium (MTS)assay] from 

Promega (Madison, WI) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The MTS 

assay was performed after 24 hours, following the manufacturer’s protocol. Blank 

control values were subtracted from experimental and control samples and the 

percentage viable cells was calculated as follows: % viable cells = (A480 
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Experiment- A480 Blank control/A480
 Control- A480 Blank control) x 100. In 

addition, to confirm the data from the MTS assay the cell number was evaluated 

by trypan blue staining.  

 

2.13 Contrast Microscopy 

Phase contrast images were captured using a 20x objective with a 1.5x optivar on 

an Olympus IMT-2 using a Hamamatsu Orca 100 camera and SimplePCI ver 6.2 

software (Hamamatsu). 

 

2.14 Quantification of lysosomes  

For quantification of lysosomes, cells were plated in white 96-well plates 

(Corning inc, Corning, NY) and grown to confluence. Cells were then treated as 

indicated in serum-free phenol red-free RPMI. Following incubation, cells were 

washed 2 times with control medium and incubated with 200 nM Lysotracker 

Green and Hoechst 33342 at 0.5 mg/ml for 15 minutes. Cells were washed two 

times and read at 355/460 nm to detect the nuclear stain, lysed for 15 min at room 

temperature and then read again at 485/535 nm excitation/emission to detect 

Lysotracker Green using the Victor3V multi-label fluorescent plate reader (Perkin 

Elmer, Waltham, Massachusetts, USA). Values were calculated as flysotracker/fHoechst 

,% of control.  
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2.15 Electron microscopy 
 

Transmission electron microscopy was used to detect morphological 

differences between control cells and treated cells. Following treatments, the cells 

were immediately fixed with 3% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 mM cacodylate buffer (pH 

7.2). The cells were postfixed in 1% osmium tetroxide, dehydrated in a graded 

series of ethanols, and embedded in epoxy resin. Ultrathin sections were 

evaluated for morphological changes using a Phillips CM12 transmission electron 

microscope (Eidenhoven, Netherlands) 

 

2.16 Cell death/cytotoxicity and caspase 3/7 activity measurement 

Cells were treated for 2 hours with treatment medium and recovered in 

control medium for 24 hours. An aliquot of cells were cytospun onto slides using 

Cytospin 2 (Shandon), fixed with 100% methanol for 6 minutes, air-dried and 

stained with Giemsa stain for 4 hours. Two hundred cells were evaluated using 

brightfield microscopy (1,000X) for apoptosis and necrosis. Furthermore, MTS 

assay was used to evaluate the cytotoxic effect and measure cell viability 24-hours 

after treatment as described previously 42. 

Cells were grown to semi-confluence on 96-well clear (Franklin lakes, NJ) 

and black plates (Nunc, Roskild, Denmark). After 2 hour treatments, cells were 

washed with control medium and incubated at 37°C for 24 hours. Apo-ONE® 

caspase assay from Promega (Madison, WI) was performed following 

manufacturer protocol using the Victor3V multi-label fluorescent plate reader at 
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ex/em 485/535nm (Perkin Elmer, Norwalk, CT). Con-current MTS assay with 

treatments performed simultaneously was used to normalize caspase activity 

between treatments. 

2.17 Cell doubling time  
 

The increase in viable cell number compared to the initial number of cells 

was used to calculate the doubling time. Cells were plated in six-well plates and 

after 24, 48 and 72 hours the cells were stained with trypan blue and counted.  

 
2.18 Ex-vivo culture 
 

This protocol was approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee of the 

University of Arizona (A-324801-95081).  Three week old Sprague–Dawley rats 

(Charles River Labs, Pontage, MI) were terminated via anaesthetization with 

isofluorine followed by decapitation.  The ileum was removed and flushed with 

RPMI media containing 1% penicillin/streptomycin.  The tissue was then cut into 

5mm segments followed by a longitudinal cut to expose the villi. Tissue was 

immediately immersed in RPMI +/- 20 μM EIPA for 30 minutes at room 

temperature and then exposed to the indicated treatment medium for 2 hours. 

Tissue was used for immunoblotting and immunohistochemistry as described 

below. 
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2.19 Immunoblotting from tissue 

 Tissue was obtained from the ex-vivo culture treatments described above. 

Immediately following 2 hours treatment in indicated conditions, tissue was 

homogenized and lysed in prepared cell lysis buffer 42 in the presence of 1X 

HALT protease/phosphatase inhibitor (Fisher Scientific, Rockford, IL) before 

being applied to immunoblotting as described in the western blot section (3.8). 

Anti active- and pro-caspase3 antibody (Abcam, Cambridge, MA) was used at 

dilution 1:500. β-actin (1:5,000) antibody was used as a loading control 

(Oncogene Research Products, Cambridge MA). 

 

2.20 Immunohistochemistry 

Immunohistochemistry was performed on paraffin embedded tissue and cytospun 

cells. Briefly, after treatment on 4-chamber slides, cells were formalin-fixed, or 

from paraffin embedded tissues from BE (N=9) and squamous epithelium (N=6) 

according to protocols using the BenchMark XT IHC/ISH staining module 

(Ventana Medical Systems, Tucson, AZ). Duodenum was used as a control tissue 

for NHE1 analysis. NHE1 signal was detected using iVIEW DAB detection kit 

(Ventana Medical Systems). Hematoxylin was used as a counterstain. NHE1 

monoclonal antibody was used at concentration 1.25μg/ml (BD Biosciences, San 

Jose, CA). Immunohistochemial staining was independently scored by two 

histologists using a Nikon Eclipse E400 bright field microscope equipped with 

digital camera and Image-Pro software.  Other IHC antibodies include antibody 
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for Cleaved caspase 3 (Cellsignaling, Boston, MA) and Cytokeratin 8/18 (cell 

signaling, Boston, MA). 

 

2.21 Single cell gel electrophoresis assay – Comet assay 

The assay for DNA damage was performed using the Comet assay kit (Trevigen, 

Gaithersburg, MD) according to the manufacturer instructions. Briefly, CP-A 

cells were plated in 6 well plates at 1.5 x 106 per ml, and allowed to adhere for 24 

hours. Cells were then treated. After treatment cells were washed with PBS and 

scraped from the plates and analyzed. All media, PBS and cells were collected in 

15ml conical tubes and centrifuged at 1,000rpm for 5 minutes. Cell pellets were 

resuspended in 2ml of PBS. 35μl of cells were added to 75μl of agarose. Then 

75μl of cell suspension were placed into each well of the comet slides and 

incubated at 4oC for 15 min. Slides were then placed in chilled lysis buffer on ice 

for 45 minutes. Following treatment with lysis buffer, slides were exposed to 

alkaline buffer for 45 minutes at room temperature. Electrophoresis was carried 

out in 1X TBE at 24mA. After staining with SYBR green, fluorescent signal was 

detected using a Nikon Eclipse CFI 60 microscope. Comet analysis was 

performed using Cometscore software from Autocomet.com (Tritek Corp, USA), 

and data were compared using average tail moment in 5-8 different runs. The 

nuclei from an average of 30 cells were analyzed in each experiment for each 

treatment. 
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2.22 Statistics  

ANOVA was used to identify differences between individual groups and multiple 

groups. The data are expressed as a mean ± SEM. 
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3. RESULTS 

 In order to evaluate how bile acids contribute to the progression from 

squamous epithelium to BE and/or EAC, several studies were pursued to evaluate 

1) mechanisms which underlie bile acid induced DNA damage 2) mechanisms 

which contribute to bile acid induced apoptosis resistance 3) chronic long-term 

exposure of squamous epithelial cells to mimicked refluxate and 4) therapeutic 

strategies using UDCA to modify the composition of bile acids present in 

refluxate. Each of these steps allow us to determine the most important and 

significant traits of EAC development as they relate to bile acid exposure. 

 

3.1 Nitric oxide-mediated inhibition of NHE contributes to bile acid-induced 

DNA damage    

As described above, the noxious components of GER are detrimental to 

the squamous epithelium of the esophagus. Gastric acid alone causes intracellular 

acidification, DNA hydrolysis and loss of purines and pyrimidines which can 

cause genomic instability by imperfect base excision repair and is linked to 

carcinogenesis47.  

In addition, bile acids elicit carcinogenic effects by inducing proliferation 

through activation of different receptors and pathways, production of reactive 

oxygen species (ROS) and nitric oxide (NO), which is associated with DNA 

damage 30, 53, 57.  
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In this study we evaluated the effect of bile acids on pHi. We showed for 

the first time that bile acids can cause a dose dependent decrease in pHi in 

esophageal cells. We also found evidence suggesting that the decrease in pHi 

involves nitric oxide synthase (NOS) activation and NO-mediated inhibition of 

NHE. Furthermore, acid and bile acids together profoundly decreased pHi below 

the pH of the extracellular medium, and this is associated with marked increase in 

acid-mediated DNA damage. 

  

3.1.1 Bile acid-induced acidification is mediated by nitric oxide  

 CP-A cells loaded with BCECF were analyzed for changes in pHi (ΔpHi) 

during a 10 minute exposure to bile acid cocktail at an extracellular pH7.4. bile 

acid cocktail induced a significant dose-dependent decrease in pHi compared to 

baseline pHi (Figure 12). No change in extracellular pH was detected after 

addition of BA.    
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Figure 12 Dose-dependent effect of bile acids on intracellular pH. 

***p<.001 

Based on studies in other tissues, indicating that NO causes inhibition of 

NHE and a decrease in intracellular pH 114, we examined the potential role of NO 

and NOS in BA-induced intracellular acidification. Cells were exposed to bile 

acid cocktail in the presence of either L-NAME, a broad spectrum NOS inhibitor 

with higher potency to block eNOS and nNOS, or 1400W, a specific inhibitor of 

inducible NOS (iNOS) 115. L-NAME or 1400W significantly attenuated the bile 

acid cocktail-induced intracellular acidification (Figure 13,14). In the presence of 

L-NAME together with 1400W, bile acid cocktail caused a mild intracellular 

alkalinization. Compared to baseline pHi, 200μM L-NAME with 10μM 1400W 

CP-A cells 
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increased pHi by 0.10±0.02 (p<0.05, N=6, Figure 13). Figure 1B shows pH traces 

that illustrate the difference in pHi in the presence and absence of NOS inhibitors.     

 

Figure 13 Change of pHi in cells treated for 10 minutes with bile acid cocktail +/- 
NOS inhibitors. **p<.01 compared to 0.5mM BA ##p<.01 compared to baseline 
(baseline pHi ~7.25) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CP-A cells 
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Figure 14 Typical intracellular pH trace in cells treated with bile acids +/- 

NOS inhibitors (200μM L-NAME, 10μM 1400W) 

 

3.1.2 Bile acids induce rapid production of nitric oxide and activation of 

all three isoforms of nitric oxide synthase 

 To confirm that NO and NOS play a role in BA-induced acidification, we 

evaluated nitric oxide production in CP-A cells exposed to BA. CP-A cells were 

loaded with DAF-FM. Fluorescence was measured within 60 seconds following 

treatment with 0.5mM BA. The results indicate that exposure to bile acid cocktail 

caused a significant 77±21.5% increase in NO levels compared to untreated cells 

(p<0.01; N=4; Figure 15). When the cells were pre-incubated for 30 minutes with 

200μM L-NAME or 10μM 1400W and exposed to bile acid cocktail, the 

fluorescence of DAF-FM was significantly decreased compared to the cells 

exposed to bile acid cocktail alone, suggesting decreased NO production. L-

CP-A cells 
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NAME and 1400W in combination decreased the production of NO to control 

levels (N=3, Figure 15).   

 

 

 Figure 15 Quantification of NO by DAF-FM fluorescence. ###p<.001 
compared to control. *p<.05 **p<.01 compared to 0.5mM BA 
 

 

To examine the effect of bile acid cocktail on NO generation in greater 

detail, experiments were carried out to measure DAF-FM fluorescence 

continuously in perfused cells. Exposure to bile acid cocktail resulted in the 

immediate increase in NO as determined by DAF-FM fluorescence (Figure 16). 

NO release was markedly reduced when the cells were pre-incubated with L-

NAME and 1400W.  

 

CP-A cells 
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Figure 16 Representative trace to quantitate NO using DAF fluorescence in CP-A 
cells treated with bile acid cocktail +/- NOS inhibitors at indicated concentrations. 

 

Western blot analysis indicated that iNOS and eNOS are abundant in both 

normal esophagus and BO-derived cell lines, HET1A and CP-A, respectively, 

while nNOS was detected only in CP-A cells (Figure 17). To confirm that bile 

acid cocktail exposure leads to hyper-activation of NOS, we examined the 

phosphorylation of NOS after a brief exposure to 0.5mM bile acid cocktail in CP-

A cells. Western blot analysis using antibodies against eNOSser1177 and 

nNOSser1417 show that 0.5mM bile acid cocktail stimulates an increase in 

phosphorylated eNOS and nNOS (Figure 18). Furthermore, immunoprecipitation 

with iNOS followed by western blotting with phospho-Ser/Thr/Tyr antibody 

showed that iNOS is phosphorylated after exposure to BA, as well (Figure 18).    

CP-A cells 
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Figure 17 Western blot NOS isoforms detected in both HET1A and CP-A cells 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 18 Phosphorylated (active) NOS detected in CP-A cells following a 
short 5 min exposure to bile acid cocktail  
 

 

 

 

CP-A cells 
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3.1.3 Intracellular acidification of BE cells is mediated by NHE 

To test whether NHE plays a role in BA-induced acidification, cells were 

exposed to dimethylamilioride (DMA) a nonspecific inhibitor of NHE. DMA at 

100μM inhibits multiple NHE isoforms 116. In the presence of DMA, BA-induced 

intracellular acidification was more than double that of bile acid cocktail alone 

(p<0.001, Figure 19). Furthermore, the mild alkalinization previously observed in 

the presence of bile acid cocktail and NOS inhibitors (ΔpH=0.08±.017) was 

abolished when the cells were pre-incubated with DMA (p<0.001, Figure 19,20). 

Upon close examination of the pHi traces, we observed a mild and transient 

alkalinization approximately 30 seconds after exposure to bile acid cocktail that 

lasts approximately 60 seconds. After this time period we observed acidification 

that could be inhibited by NOS inhibitors. Pre-treatment with DMA completely 

reversed transient alkalinization (Figure 20).    
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Figure 19 Change in pH from baseline in CP-A cells treated with bile acid 
cocktail +/- NOS inhibitors +/- NHE inhibitor DMA at indicated concentrations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 20 Typical recording of pHi in cells treated with bile acid cocktail 
+/- NOS inhibitors +/- NHE inhibitor DMA 
 

 

CP-A cells 

CP-A cells 
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3.1.4 Bile acids in combination with acid synergistically decrease pHi in 

HET1A and CP-A cells  

 To mimic a reflux episode in-vitro, we examined the effect of bile acid 

cocktail in combination with acid on pHi in CP-A cells. Cells were perfused with 

medium at pH5.5 with and without 0.5mM BA. Bile acids in combination with 

acid caused significantly greater intracellular acidification than acid alone. The 

pHi was below the pH of the bathing medium (Figure 21). This effect was more 

pronounced in the CP-A cells compared to HET1A (Figure 22).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

          
 Figure 21 Typical trace of pHi in CP-A at pH5.5 +/- BA +/- zoniporide at 
indicated concentrations 
 

 

  

 

 

CP-A cells 
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Figure 22 Typcial trace of pHi in HET1A at pH5.5 +/- BA +/-zoniporide to inhibit 
NHE-1 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 23 pHi recovery measured as the straight line (pHi/time) during recovery 
with control medium at pH 7.4 in HET1A following treatment with pH5.5 +/- BA 
+/- DMA to inhibit NHE1-3  
  

 

HET1A cells 

HET1A 
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 Figure 24 pHi recovery measured as the straight line (pHi/time) during recovery 
with control medium at pH 7.4 following exposure to pH5.5 +/- BA +/- 
Zoniporide to inhibit NHE-1   

 

 

To obtain information on the NHE isoform responsible for [H+] extrusion 

from CP-A cells following treatment with acid in combination with bile acids, we 

attempted to selectively inhibit individual NHE isoforms. Zoniporide was used to 

inhibit NHE-1 and DMA at a low concentration (25μM) was used to inhibit 

NHE1-3, while 100μM DMA inhibits all NHE isoforms. DMA at 25μM affected 

pHi recovery in HET1A cells (Figure 22,23), whereas zoniporide had no effect in 

HET1A cells (Figure 24). In contrast, pHi recovery in CP-A cells was 

significantly decreased by NHE1 inhibition using the inhibitor, zoniporide (Figure 

21,25).   

 

HET1A 
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Figure 25 pHi recovery measured as the straight line (pHi/time) during recovery 
with control medium at pH 7.4 in CP-A cells following treatment with pH5.5 +/- 
BA +/- Zoniporide (10μM) N=6. 
 
 

3.1.5 Inhibition of nitric oxide attenuates intracellular acidification 

induced by acid and bile acids   

 Treatment of cells with medium at pH5.5 with 0.5mM bile acid cocktail in 

the presence of NOS inhibitors, L-NAME and 1400W, suppressed the 

acidification in HET1A and CP-A cells. In the absence of NOS inhibitors, 

HET1A and CP-A cells experienced a pHimin of 5.22±0.06 and 5.70±0.04 

respectively, while in the presence of NOS inhibitors pHimin was 5.60±0.05 and 

5.90±0.02, respectively (Figure 26). Furthermore, NOS inhibitors increased the 

pHi recovery rate (ΔpH/time) in CP-A and HET1A by 29% and 39%, respectively 

(Figure 27). Figure 28 illustrates a representative trace of pHi in CP-A cells at 

+ Zoniporide 

CP-A 
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pH5.5 with and without bile acids in the presence or absence of NOS inhibitors. 

Figure 29 shows a representative trace for the same treatments in HET1A cells.      

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Figure 26 Graph of Minimal pHi following treatment in indicated 
conditions for 10 minutes. Values taken from the time just before recovery 
with control medium (indicated by pink vertical columns in corresponding 
traces) 
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Figure 27 Graph of pHi recovery measured as the straightline (pHi/time) 
during recovery with control medium following treatment with pH5.5 + 
BA +/- NOS inhibitors 

 

 

 

Figure 28 Typical pHi trace in CP-A cells following indicated treatments.  

 

 

CP-A 
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Figure 29 Typical pHi trace in HET1A cells following indicated 
treatments 

 

 

3.1.6 Bile acids in combination with acid significantly decrease 

intracellular pH, which leads to DNA damage   

 Next, we treated CP-A and HET1A cells with medium acidified to 

different pH (pH5.5, pH5 and pH4.5) and then measured the pHi to determine 

what extracellular pH will induce similar changes to the intracellular pH as acid 

(pH5.5) in combination with 0.5mM BA. In both cell lines, the medium at pH4.5 

produced a similar pHi reduction as medium at pH5.5 with 0.5mM bile acid 

cocktail (Figure 30,31). A representative trace for HET1A can be found in Figure 

33.  
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Figure 30 Typical pHi trace in CP-A cells following treatment with pH5.5 (red 
trace) +/- BA (Blue trace) or pH4.5 (green trace) 
 

 

 

Figure 31 Graph of minimal pHi in cells at 10 minutes under indicated 
treatments. Values taken just prior to recovery with control medium 
(indicated by the pink vertical bars in the corresponding traces) 

 

CP-A 
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Figure 32 Typical pHi trace of HET1A cells following treatment with pH5.5 (red 
trace) +/- BA (Blue trace) or pH4.5 (green trace)  

 

 Previous publications have shown that acid can induce DNA damage in 

esophageal cells 56, 117. In order to determine how a ten-fold change in [H+] affects 

DNA integrity in esophageal cells, we used the comet assay and γ-H2AX 

immunostaining to evaluate DNA damage. Median tail moment after exposure to 

medium at pH4.5 for 10 minutes was increased in CP-A by >100% compared to 

medium at pH5.5 (p<0.05; Figure 33). The findings were confirmed by 

immunohistochemical staining with γ-H2A.X antibody, a marker of DNA double 

strand breaks. The expression of this DNA damage marker was markedly 

increased in the cells treated with medium at pH4.5 compared to pH5.5 (Figure 

34).   
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Figure 33 Comet assay of CP-A cells following 10 minute treatment in indicated 
conditions. ***p<.001 compared to pH5.5 
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Figure 34 γ-H2A.X immunofluorescence of CP-A cells following 10 minute 
treatment in indicated conditions 
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In addition, our data show that the median tail moment observed after 

exposure to medium at pH4.5 was insignificantly different from that observed 

after exposure to medium at pH5.5 with 0.5mM bile acid cocktail (p=0.53, Figure 

35). Importantly, the DNA damage induced by medium at pH5.5 and 0.5mM bile 

acid cocktail was significantly decreased by NOS inhibitors, L-NAME and 

1400W (p<0.01, Figure 35). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 35 Comet assay of CP-A cells following 10 minutes of indicated 
treatments. **p<.01 compared to pH5.5 +BA 
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3.1.7 NHE1 mRNA and protein are increased in BE cell lines and in BE 

tissues 

 Next, we wanted to know if NHE1 expression differs in normal squamous 

HET1A cells and CP-A cells, derived from BE, since our data suggests NHE-1 

plays a critical role in pHi recovery following acid and bile acid-mediated 

acidification in CP-A cells. We also evaluated esophageal biopsies and duodenum 

for the expression of NHE1. The NHE1 protein level was increased in CP-A cells 

compared to normal esophageal HET1A cells, rat brain was used as a positive 

control (Figure 36). Minimal signal of NHE1 was detected in squamous 

epithelium, while robust expression was found uniformly in the cell membranes 

of BE glands (Figure 37). Duodenal tissue expressed lower levels of NHE1. 

NHE1 signal was mild in the cell membranes on the top of villi and even lower 

expression was found in the duodenal crypts (Figure 37). Expression microarray 

and real time RT-PCR data confirmed that NHE1 mRNA is expressed at a 

significantly higher level in BE compared to squamous epithelial tissue  (p<0.001, 

Figure 38). Furthermore, high levels of NHE1 mRNA were detected in BE-

derived CP-A cells compared to squamous-derived HET1A cells (Figure 39). 

Figure 40 summarizes the proposed mechanism of bile acid and acid induced, 

acid mediated DNA damage. 
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Figure 36 Western blot from HET1A and CP-A cells for NHE-1 with rat brain 
positive control  
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Figure 37 Immunohistochemical staining of human BE or squamous tissue with 
antibody for NHE-1. Duodenum used as control. (SQ=squamous) (BE=Barrett’s 
esophagus. 
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 Figure 38 NHE-1 mRNA detected byu microarray and RTPCR from human 
samples (SQ=squamous) (BE=Barrett’s esophagus)  
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Figure 39 RT-PCR in HET1A and CP-A cells for NHE-1 mRNA levels 
relative to HET1A. *p<.05 compared to HET1A 

 

Figure 40 Schematic of proposed mechanism of bile acid and acid induced, acid-
mediated DNA damage 
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3.2 Suppression of NHE confers apoptosis resistance in vitro and ex vivo 

 It has been well documented that bile acids such as deoxycholic 

acid (DCA), required to break down fats ingested through diet, can elicit 

increased proliferation, nitrosative and reactive oxygen species-mediated DNA 

damage, lipid peroxidation 42, 118, 119 and most notably, apoptosis 66. Importantly, 

previous studies concluded that K+ efflux and rise of intracellular [Ca2+] are 

important events in DCA-mediated apoptosis 69, 78. Unfortunately, little is known 

about the mechanisms or transporters which permit tumor cells to overcome the 

apoptotic stimuli; an aspect that would allow for greater understanding of bile 

acid-induced oncogenesis. 

To this point, our research has revealed that bile acids elicit NHE 

inhibition through a nitric oxide-dependent mechanism. This interesting result 

suggests that endogenous generation of NO can have the effect of preventing H+ 

from escaping the cytosol. However, this prevents Na+ from entering the cell 

through Na/H exchange (NHE). Indeed, Na+ influx has recently been implicated 

as an upstream event to apoptosis in several cell types 75, 120. 

In this section I report that DCA activates NHE by H+ extrusion which 

initiates a Na+ dependent dynamic ionic flux. This ionic imbalance creates an 

osmotically unfavorable environment leading to apoptosis. By using the amiloride 

derivative, ethyl-isopropyl amiloride (EIPA), an inhibitor of NHE 116, Na+ influx 

was completely abolished. Expectedly, EIPA increased the DCA-mediated 

intracellular acidity, firmly implicating NHE in the observed rise of cellular Na+. 
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However, despite the rise of cellular acidity, Na+-mediated dynamic flux of K+ 

and Ca2+ and their effects on apoptosis were dramatically suppressed in the 

presence of EIPA.  

 

3.2.1 DCA causes Na+ influx in a dose dependant manner 

To determine whether Na+ influx is affected by DCA, we exposed cells 

derived from BE (CP-A) and EAC (JH-EsoAd1) to a range of physiologically 

relevant concentrations of DCA 34. Total cellular levels of Na+ increased in a dose 

dependent manner (p<0.001)(Figure 41). Since we analyzed whole cell lysate, 

Na+ rise was the result of influx from extracellular space implicating a plasma 

membrane-bound transporter. Although the trend between cell lines was similar, 

JH-EsoAd1 influxed Na+ at a greater rate than CP-A cells with an increase of 

551% and 302% over baseline at 0.4mM DCA in 60 minutes, respectively 

(p<0.001).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 41 Intracellular levels of Sodium in CP-A and JH-EsoAd1 cells after 60 
minutes incubation with indicated conditions compared to control. *p<.01 
compared to control N=6 
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3.2.2 Rise of intracellular [H+] activates the Na+/H+ exchanger (NHE)  

Several mechanisms could contribute to the Na+ influx observed during 

exposure to DCA. There are sodium carrying channels and transporters which are 

ubiquitous on the cell surface and activated by several stimuli 121-123. However, 

when cells were pre-incubated with 20μM of the NHE-specific inhibitor, 

ethylisopropyl-amiloride (EIPA) 116, it eliminated influx of Na+ as a result of 

DCA exposure in both cell lines (Figure 42,43). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
Figure 42 Intracellular Sodium concentrations of CP-A cells following treatment 
with DCA for 60 minutes at indicated concentrations. *p<.01 compared to control 
N=6 
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Figure 43 Intracellular Sodium concentrations of JH-EsoAd1 cells following 
treatment with DCA for 60 minutes at indicated concentrations. *p<.01 compared to 
control N=6 

 

To verify that NHE is indeed the transporter responsible for Na+ influx, 

we measured the intracellular pH (pHi) of our cells over time in the presence or 

absence of EIPA to confirm transport of H+. Consistent with our previous report, 

there is a transient acidification that occurs almost immediately following addition 

of DCA (5 minutes) (Figure 44,45 gray bars). Over time, however, there is a trend 

toward alkalinization; a more robust effect in JH-EsoAd1 cells (Figure 1E, gray 

bars).  
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Figure 44 Change in pHi from control at indicated time points and conditions in 
CP-A cells. *p<.01 compared to control at same time point. #p<.01 as indicated 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 45 Change in pHi from control at indicated time points and conditions in 
JH-EsoAd1 cells. *p<.01 compared to control at same time point. #p<.01 as 
indicated 
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With the addition of EIPA, we observed that H+ progressively accumulate 

within the cell (Figure 44,45 black bars) while in the absence of EIPA, 

fluorescence is diminished (Figure 44,45 gray bars). This difference was 

statistically significant between 5 minutes and 20 minutes, as well as 40 minutes 

and 60 minutes, p<0.001(Figure 44,45). In conjunction with the data from atomic 

absorption in the presence or absence of EIPA (Figure 44,45), these results 

confirm that DCA-mediated increase of cytosolic [H+] is responsible for 

activation of NHE and subsequent increase of intracellular Na+.  

As noted in section 4.1, bile acids elicit a large response of NO production 

in CP-A cells. Of note here is the difference in pHi changes between the two cell 

lines. Emphasizing our earlier results (Figure 42), we found that JH-EsoAd1 cells 

have much more active NHE than CP-A, efficiently importing Na+ and exporting 

H+ even to the point of alkalinization at 20 minutes exposure (Figure 45, gray 

bars). This discrepancy could be the result of our previously described 

phenomenon of bile acid mediated NHE inhibition in BE (CP-A) cells (Section 

4.1) 61. 

3.2.3 DCA-induced Na+ influx controls K+ efflux an d rise of intracellular 

[Ca2+] 

 We next sought to determine the effect of Na+ influx on ionic homeostasis; 

an event of Na+ shock can result in ion disequilibrium and apoptosis 124. 

Moreover, K+ and Ca2+ are particularly in dynamic flux to stabilize osmolarity 

during dramatic increases of cellular Na+ 75, 124. We analyzed whole cell K+ 
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concentrations in JH-EsoAd1 cells and found there is a coordinate decline of 

intracellular K+ with Na+ influx and in the same dose dependent manner (Figure 

46). However, kinetics of Na+ and K+ flux revealed that CP-A and JHEsoAd1 

cells influx 3.6 ± 0.193 Na+ ions and efflux 3.8 ± 0.316 K+ ions, respectively 

(Figure 47). JH-EsoAd1 cells accumulate Na+ and efflux K+ at a rate 8 times that 

of CP-A cells. However, the ratio of Na+ influx to K+ efflux is nearly identical 

between cell lines. This data suggests the mechanism of Na+ and K+ dynamics 

induced by DCA are likely the same. (Figure 47). We then asked whether 

inhibition of NHE and subsequent Na+ influx could prevent K+ efflux.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 46 Flux of K+ or Na+ expressed as nMol ion/mg protein at different 
concentrations of DCA in a 60 minute incubation  
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Figure 47 Rate of ionic flux in JH-EsoAd1 cells between 0 and 60 minutes 
treatment. Positive values indicate influx into the cell and negative values indicate 
efflux from the cell, measured as nMol ion/mg protein min-1. Ratio of flux 
calculated as a ratio of the positive values of K+ flux and Na+ flux 

 

 

CP-A and JH-EsoAd1 both showed a significant decrease of K+ levels in 

the presence of DCA. However, inhibition of NHE, using EIPA, dramatically 

decreased the DCA-mediated K+ efflux (p<0.01)(Figure 48).  
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Figure 48 Intracellular K+ levels in indicated conditions following a 60 minute 
incubation. EIPA treated cells were pre-incubated for 30 minutes prior to 
treatment. * p<.01 compared to control. #p<.01 as indicated 
 

Balance of Na+ influx with K+ efflux generally includes the movement of 

Ca2+ through forward and reverse transport of several active and passive 

mechanisms to achieve homeostasis125. Cytosolic [Ca2+] is extremely important to 

cell processes including kinase activation and signaling as well as induction of 

apoptosis 125, 126. Indeed, we observed that intracellular Ca2+ levels increased 

dramatically following 60 minute incubation with DCA, analyzed by the calcium 

sensitive dye, Fura-2 (Figure 49). By inhibiting NHE and subsequent Na+ influx, 

using EIPA, we observed complete prevention of cytosolic [Ca2+] rise in CP-A 

and JH-EsoAd1 cells (Figure 49,50). 
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Figure 49 Immunofluorescent images of Fura-2 at 380nm in indicated conditions 
at 60 minutes incubation 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 50 Quantification of calcium concentration in cells following exposure to 
indicated conditions for 60 minutes (20μM EIPA). *p<.01 compared to control 
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fact, lysosomal destabilization has been implicated in the steps leading up to 

apoptosis in a colon cancer cell line129.  

Lysosomes were analyzed using the fluorescent probe, Lysotracker-Green 

and Red; dyes which preferentially localize to the acidic compartment of 

lysosomes 130. We observed that incubation with DCA reduces the fluorescence of 

Lysotracker within the cell in the presence or absence of EIPA (Figure 51). This 

loss of Lysotracker fluorescence is likely the consequence of lysosomal 

perturbation or membrane permeabilization 129.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 51 Immunofluorescence of Lysotracker-Red following 60 minute 
incubation with indicated conditions 

 

Our current data suggests that NHE is responsible for DCA-mediated [H+] 

extrusion. Therefore, in order to determine if [H+] concentrations correlate with 

lysosomal perturbation, we analyzed lysotracker fluorescence in the presence of 

EIPA.  
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During DCA exposure in the presence of EIPA, as [H+] accumulates 

within the cell, Lysotarcker-Green signal is decreased to 46.8% of control over 60 

minutes; a direct correlation to intracellular [H+] under the same conditions 

(Figure 52).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 52 Primary axis shows intracellular H+ concentration over time course in 
treated with 0.4mM DCA +EIPA (20μM). Secondary axis shows the 
quantification of Lysotracker-Green fluorescence at the same time intervals as 
pH. *p<.01 compared to control of the respective trace. 

 

To visualize individual lysosomes, electron microscopy was employed in 

CP-A cells. At high magnification (25,000X), we observed that control cells had 

well-formed, intact lysosomes (Red arrows, Figure 53). However, cells treated 

with DCA in the presence or absence of EIPA showed ill-formed lysosomes 

which appeared to leak contents into the cytosol (Yellow arrows, Figure 53).  
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Figure 53 Electron microscopy of CP-A cells at 25,000X magnification following 
60 minute incubation in the indicated treatments. Red arrows indicate intact 
lysosomes yellow arrows indicate lysosomes with perturbed membranes 

 

3.2.5 DCA-induced apoptosis requires activation of NHE in-vitro 

 The above data supports a model in which Na+ influx via NHE, as a 

consequence of intracellular acidification, initiates a dynamic flux of K+ and Ca2+; 

ions which leads to cell death 69, 78. Therefore, we tested the hypothesis that DCA-

mediated Na+ disequilibrium and subsequent ion flux, controls apoptosis.  

Contrast microscopy shows the morphological features of apoptosis and 

cell death with membrane blebbing and cell shrinkage evident at 2 hours of DCA 

exposure (Figure 54 yellow arrows); complete abrogation of apoptotic and 

morphological changes are observed with NHE inhibition (Figure 54).  
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Figure 54 Contrast microscopy of cells following 2 hours treatment with indicated 
conditions. Yellow arrows indicate apoptotic cells 

 

To prove the effects of NHE inhibition on DCA-induced apoptosis, we 

analyzed cells by Geimsa staining which allows for the visualization and 

quantification of necrotic and apoptotic cells. NHE inhibition prevented the 

majority of the cells from experiencing cell death through apoptosis (38.5% ± 

3.47) and to a lesser degree, necrosis (8.67% ± 2.9) (p<.001) (Figure 55).  
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Figure 55 Geimsa staining 24 hours following a 2 hour treatment with the 
indicated conditions. *p<.01 compared to control of the respective trace 

 

Our results illustrated that a 2 hour incubation with DCA resulted in nearly 

a 600% and 800% increase in caspase activity over control in CP-A and JH-

EsoAd1 cell lines, respectively (Figure 56,57). Interestingly, when NHE was shut 

down and the dynamic flux of ions was silenced by EIPA, caspase activity fell 

back to baseline, even up to concentrations of 0.5mM DCA (figure 56,57).  
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Figure 56 Caspase 3/7 activity determined by fluorescence following a 24 hour 
recovery from a 2 hour treatment in the indicated conditions in CP-A cells *p<.01 
compared to control 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 57 Caspase 3/7 activity determined by fluorescence following a 24 hour 
recovery from a 2 hour treatment in the indicated conditions in JH-EsoAd1 cells. 
*p<.01 compared to control 
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Finally, as a general analysis of cell viability and cytotoxicity, we 

analyzed cells by MTS. This assay shows that DCA-mediated cytotoxicity and an 

effect on cell viability and proliferation is profound in both cell lines (Figure 

58,59 gray lines). NHE inhibition rescued CP-A and JH-EsoAd1 cells from DCA-

mediated cytotoxicity (figure 58,59 black lines). We observed a more robust 

response in the JH-EsoAd1 cell line which presented 8.6% cell viability in the 

absence of EIPA compared with 95.8% cell viability in the presence of EIPA after 

exposure to the highest concentration of DCA (0.5mM) (Figure 59). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 58 MTS assay in CP-A cells following 24 hours recovery from a 2 hour 
treatment in the indicated conditions. *p<.01 compared to control 
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Figure 59 MTS assay in JH-EsoAd1 cells following 24 hours recovery from a 2 
hour treatment in the indicated conditions. *p<.01 compared to control N=4 

 

 

3.2.6 NHE inhibition prevents DCA-induced damage and apoptosis in rat 

ileum, ex-vivo 

 To confirm the importance of the in-vitro experiments, we tested the 

hypothesis that inhibition of NHE during DCA treatment will rescue ex-vivo 

tissue from apoptosis and cell death. Since CP-A and JH-EsoAd1 cells are derived 

from a columnar epithelium, we used rat ileum, a columnar tissue. Freshly 

harvested tissue was exposed to 0.4mM DCA in the presence or absence of EIPA 

and analyzed by H&E staining, as well as caspase activity by 

immunohistochemistry (IHC) and immunoblotting (IB) from tissue homogenate. 

Control tissue displayed normal appearing epithelium and well formed villi and 
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crypt architecture with viable cells (Figure 60). However, after treatment with 

DCA, there was marked disruption of villi and crypts with dissolution and 

necrosis of cells; a similar histological representation of necrotizing enterocolitis 

(Figure 60). By inhibiting NHE, the effects of DCA on crypt and villi architecture 

disappeared and tissue resembled that of control (Figure 60).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 60 H&E staining of Rat ileum treated for 2 hours in the indicated 
conditions and immediately formalin fixed and paraffin embedded 
 

Furthermore, IHC for cleaved (active) caspase-3 revealed that DCA 

induces a profound effect on apoptosis deep into the tissue, beyond the epithelial 

layer where apoptotic cells would be expected (Figure 61). This signal was 

observed at a two-fold greater depth in the tissue exposed to DCA alone 

compared to DCA+EIPA (Figure 61). To confirm these observations, 

immunoblotting of tissue homogenate revealed a significant increase in caspase 

activity induced by DCA, effects which were attenuated with the NHE inhibition 

(Figure 62).  
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Figure 61 Immunohistochemical staining with active Caspase-3 in rat ileum 
treated for 2 hours in the indicated conditions 

 

 

 

 

 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 62 Westernblot analysis of rat ileum. Following treatment for 2 hours with 
DCA+/- EIPA tissue was then homogenized, lysed and blotted for Cleaved 
caspase 3 
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3.3 Chronic exposure of acid and bile acids selects for squamous epithelial 

cells which express markers of BE and EAC 

 Gastric acid and bile acids appear to be two major risk factors for 

the development of BE 34. Clinical studies have identified glycine-conjugated bile 

acids as the predominant bile acids appearing in the esophagus of patients with 

GERD 34. However, high levels of bile acids are known to promote 

gastrointestinal cancers 131. Bile acids were shown to induce oxidative stress, 

DNA damage and mitochondrial damage 131. Furthermore, gastric acid and/or bile 

acids are known to induce oxidative stress and alter signaling pathways, such as 

MAPK, NF-�B and STAT3 132-134. These signaling pathways are associated with 

increased proliferation and decreased apoptosis of esophageal cells. A recent 

study shows that gastric acid and bile acids in combination act synergistically to 

cause a marked DNA damage 61. This DNA damage will lead in majority of cells 

to induction of cell death, however a few cells will attempt to adapt to these 

stressful conditions by the activation of stress response pathways. This will lead 

to phenotypic switch and formation of metaplastic epithelium that is resistant to 

acid and bile acids and may survive repeated reflux episodes. 

Therefore, we developed an in-vitro model to examine the effects of 

chronic, long-term exposure of squamous-derived esophageal cells to low pH and 

bile acids, mimicking GERD. The goal was to develop and characterize squamous 

esophageal cells resistant to the acidic pH/bile acid combination. We 

hypothesized that long-term exposure of squamous cells to bile acids at pH 5.5 
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induce persistent stress that will lead to the clonal selection of cells that are 

resistant to cell death and exhibit activation of cell survival pathways, such as NF-

kB or STAT3 signaling.  

 

3.3.1 Characterization of HET1AR resistance to acid and bile acids  

 To mimic chronic reflux disease squamous esophageal HET1A cells were 

exposed to medium acidified to pH 5.5 with 0.2 mM bile acid cocktail (BA) for 

increasing time intervals. An untreated long-passage HET1A cell line was 

concurrently maintained, as a control. Some cells, HET1AR new cells, are able to 

survive and proliferate after exposure to 0.2 mM BA at pH 5.5 for 120 minutes. 

When parental HET1A cells were exposed for 120 minutes to pH 5.5 in 

combination with 0.2 mM BA and evaluated 24 hours later a majority of the cells 

died (Figure 63,64). We found that only 13% of the resistant cells died after the 

exposure to 0.2 mM BA at pH 5.5 (3% by apoptosis and 10% by necrosis). In 

contrast, 56 % of the parental cells died after a similar treatment, primarily by 

necrosis (43%); however, apoptotic cells (12 %) were also found (Figure 63). In 

addition, HET1AR cells were morphologically different compared to parental 

cells (Figure 65). HET1AR cells appeared small and round, while the parental 

cells appeared spindle-shaped and more spread. The doubling time of HET1AR 

cells was not significantly different from control HET1A cells (27.6 ± 4.6 hours 

compared to 27.4 ± 3.6 hours, n=3). 
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Figure 63 Representative images from Geimsa staining of HET1A and HET1AR 
cells 24 hours following a 2 hour exposure to pH5.5 +/- 0.2mM BA.  
  

 

Figure 64 Quantification of Geimsa staining of HET1A and HET1AR cells 24 
hours following a 2 hour exposure to pH5.5 +/- 0.2mM BA. *p<.05 compared to 
control N=3 
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To confirm the morphological data, HET1A and HET1AR cells were 

exposed to a 120-minute treatment with 0.2 mM BA at pH 5.5 and evaluated 24 

hours later by the MTS assay. More than fifty percent of the parental HET1A 

cells did not survive the treatment compared to untreated cells (Figure 66). In 

contrast HET1AR cells did not show any decrease in the number of surviving 

cells after treatment with 0.2 mM BA at pH 5.5 compared to the untreated cells 

(Figure 66).   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 65 Phase contrast microscopy images of HET1A and HET1AR 
cells in culture under unstimulated conditions 
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Figure 66 MTS assay of HET1A and HET1AR cells 24 hours following a 
2 hour exposure to pH5.5 +/- 0.2mM BA. *p<.05 compared to control 

  

3.3.2 HET1AR cells display markers associated with metaplastic and columnar 

epithelium  

 Villin is a marker of intestinal differentiation, which is commonly used to 

detect the presence of intestinal metaplasia. Villin mRNA levels were elevated 

more than fivefold in HET1AR cells compared to the HET1A cells (p<0.05, 

Figure 67). Furthermore, increased villin immunostaining was found in the 

cytoplasm of HET1AR cells (Figure 68). We also evaluated, in both cell lines, the 

expression of CDX2, a transcription factor that regulates early stages of intestinal 

differentiation. We did not find increased mRNA levels, but immunostaining in 

conjunction with fluorescent microscopy revealed an increased signal of CDX2 in 

the cytoplasm of the HET1AR cells (Figure 68). Moreover, 

immunohistochemistry and immunoblotting show increased expression of 
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columnar epithelial markers, cytokeratins 8/18 (CK8/18), in the HET1AR 

resistant cells (Figure 69,70).   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 67 mRNA for villin detected in HET1A and HET1AR. *p<.05 
compared to HET1A 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 68 Immunofluorescence of villin or CDX2 detected in HET1A and 
HET1AR. Red signal is nuclear stain, Green signal is Villin/CDX2 
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Figure 69 Immunohistochemistry of HET1A and HET1AR cells stained with 
antibody for cytokeratins 8/18 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 70 Western blot of HET1A and HET1AR cells for cytokeratins 8/18 and 
densometric quantification of relative band densities (N=4) 
 
 
3.3.3 HET1AR display increased production of reactive oxygen species (ROS)  

 Since previous studies suggest that oxidative stress plays a role in BE 

pathogenesis, we wanted to determine whether exposure to 0.2 mM BA at pH 5.5 

increased the baseline levels of ROS. HET1AR cells were exposed to 0.2mM BA  

at pH 5.5 for 2 hours and evaluated 24 hours later. Using flow cytometry to 
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measure the fluorescence of HE, a probe which forms a fluorescent product in the 

presence of ROS, we found that HET1AR cells had significantly elevated levels 

of ROS (Figure 71). We found that 65.8 ± 2.8% of the HET1AR cells stained 

positively with HE compared to only 19.5 ± 3.8 % of the parental HET1A cells 

(p<0.05; Figure 71). Fluorescent microscopy confirmed these results illustrating a 

high intensity of HE staining in the HET1AR cells while the parental cells did not 

stain with HE (Figure 72).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 71 Flow cytometry for hydroethidine in HET1A and HET1AR 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 72 Immunofluorescence of hydroethidine in HET1A and HET1AR 
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3.3.4 HET1AR have decreased manganese superoxide dismutase (MnSOD) 

protein and activity 

 Next, we evaluated the antioxidant defense enzymes in the parental and 

resistant cells. We found that the HET1AR cells have significantly decreased 

protein expression of MnSOD, (Figure 73). Enzymatic activity of MnSOD was 

also significantly decreased in the HET1AR cells compared to parental cells 

(p<0.05, Figure 73). Although, CuZnSOD protein and activity were not 

significantly decreased (Figure 73), total superoxide dismutase activity was 

significantly lower in the HET1AR cells (p<0.05; Figure 73). The protein levels 

of another antioxidant enzyme, catalase, was also slightly but not significantly 

decreased in HET1AR cells compared to HET1A (Figure 74).   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 73 Results from western blot showing quantitative values of Western Blot 
band density. *p<.05 compared to HET1A 
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Figure 74 Superoxide dismutase acitivities detected in HET1A and HET1AR 
cells. *p<.05 compared to HET1A (N=3) 
 

3.3.5 Activation of IL-6/STAT3 and NF-kB in HET1AR cells 

IL-6/STAT3 signaling plays a key role in many cellular processes such as 

cell growth and apoptosis resistance and is increased in BE and EAC. Consistent 

with that notion, the expression of IL-6 mRNA and secretion of IL-6 was 

significantly increased in HET1AR compared to the parental HET1A cells (Figure 

75).  
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Figure 75 Levels of secreted IL-6 in HET1A and HET1AR on primary axis and 
relative IL-6 mRNA expression in secondary y-axis. *p<.05 compared to control 
 

Expression, cellular localization and phosphorylation (activation) of 

STAT3 were next evaluated in HET1AR and HET1A. Immunostaining, in 

conjunction with fluorescent microscopy, showed that STAT3 protein expression 

is upregulated and STAT3 is translocated into the nuclei of HET1AR cells (Figure 

76). The expression of activated (phosphorylated) STAT3 (Tyr705) was also 

increased in the nuclei of the HET1AR cells (Figure 76). Western blots confirmed 

the presence of phosphorylated STAT3 in the HET1AR cells (Figure 77).  
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Figure 76 Immunofluorescence of STAT3 and phsophorylated STAT3 in HET1A 
and HET1AR as well as NFkB expression for the p50 and p65 subunits and 
nuclear counterstain (red signal) 

 

The transcription factor NF-κB, which regulates the expression of genes 

associated with inflammation and tumorigenicity, is often increased in BE and 

EAC 135. The immunofluorescence staining showed that the expression of the p50 

subunit of NF-κB was increased in the HET1AR cells compared to the HET1A 
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cells. The signal was primarily detected in the nuclei suggesting that NF-κB was 

translocated into the nucleus where it can activate the transcription of target genes 

(Figure 76). In addition, we confirmed the increase in p65 subunit expression in 

HET1AR cells by western blot (Figure 76).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 77 Western blot from HET1A and HET1AR for various markers of cell 
survival 

 

3.3.6 HET1AR cells express proteins that are upregulated in BE and EAC  

In our next experiments, we evaluated the expression of prosurvival and 

proinflammatory proteins that are commonly elevated in biopsies obtained from 

patients with BE and/or EAC. Over-expression of cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2) and 

epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR), which are involved in cell survival and 

proliferation, is highly associated with BE and EAC development 136. By 
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analyzing western blots for these proteins, we observed that COX-2 is absent in 

HET1A cells, but robustly expressed in HET1AR cells (Figure 77). 

Immunoblotting revealed that EGFR was increased by >2 fold in HET1AR cells 

compared to the HET1A cells (Figure 77). Mammalian target of rapamycin 

(mTOR) is another important regulator of cell survival, proliferation and 

angiogenesis. The phosphorylated (activated) form of this protein was over-

expressed in the HET1AR compared to the HET1A cells (Figure 77).  

Based on the increased activated STAT3 in the HET1AR cells, we 

examined Mcl-1 levels. Mcl-1 is an anti-apoptotic protein regulated by STAT3 

that is increased in BE 137. As expected, Mcl-1 was increased in the HET1AR 

cells (Figure 78). Bag-3, another protein, that is linked to resistance to cell death 

and is induced in response to oxidative stress, was also markedly elevated in the 

HET1AR cells (Figure 78). In contrast, the tumor suppressor p53 was decreased 

by more than 50% in HET1AR compared to HET1A cells (p<0.05, Figure 78). 
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Figure 78 Western blot analysis of HET1A and HET1AR cells from pro- and anti-
apoptotic proteins in HET1A and HET1AR. *p<.05 compared to HET1A of 
respective protein (N=4) 
 

3.3.7 Inhibition of STAT3 signaling downregulated the expression of prosurvival 

proteins 

To determine whether the elevated STAT3 signaling contributes to the 

resistance phenotype, we tested whether inhibition of STAT3 signaling can affect 

protein expression/activation and cell survival. For these experiments, we used 

AG490, an inhibitor of JAK2/STAT3 signaling. First, we tested whether AG490 

can reverse resistance to the treatment with 0.2 mM BA at pH 5.5 in the HET1AR 

cells. We found, by MTS assay, that pretreatment with AG490 for 30 minutes 

followed by incubation with 0.2 mM BA at pH 5.5 for 2 hours and 24 hours in 

medium containing AG490, reduced cell survival (Figure 79), while AG490 alone 

or 0.2 mM BA at pH 5.5 alone had no significant  effect on survival.  
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Furthermore, treatment with 10μM AG490 for 24 hours completely 

inhibited STAT3 activation as indicated by Western blot for phosphor-STAT3 

(Figure 80). Mcl-1 expression was eliminated in HET1AR cells following 

incubation with AG490 (Figure 80). AG490 treatment also caused a decrease in 

EGFR expression and mTOR activation (Figure 79).These data suggest that 

increased STAT3 signaling partially contributes to the resistance phenotype of the 

HET1AR cells. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 79 MTS assay 24 hours following a 2 hour incubation in the indicated 
conditions in HET1AR cells. *p<.05 compared to HET1AR 
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Figure 80 Western blot analysis of HET1AR cells treated for 24 hours in the 
presence or absence of the Jak/STAT inhibitor AG490 
 

 

3.3.8 HET1AR cells are resistant to acidification 

 Our recent studies show that the sodium hydrogen exchanger (NHE1) is 

highly expressed in clinical samples of BE and EAC 61. NHE1 is an important 

regulator of intracellular pH 72. Due to the acid and bile acid resistance of the 

HET1AR cells, we analyzed the ability of these cells to regulate intracellular pH 

and the expression of NHE1. We analyzed the minimal intracellular pHi (pHimin) 

in both cell lines following a 10 minute exposure to pH 5.5 or acidification by 

NH4Cl. The baseline pHi was not significantly different; 7.28 ± 0.28 and 7.23 ± 
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0.35 in HET1A and HET1AR cells, respectively. However, following 10 minutes 

of an acid pulse (pH5.5), pHimin in HET1AR cells was 6.51 ± 0.01, while in 

HET1A cells pHimin was 6.24 ± 0.12 (p<0.05, Figure 81, 82). Acidification 

induced by treatment with 20mM NH4Cl for 5 min. also showed a statistically 

significant difference between HET1A and HET1AR cells; minimal intracellular 

pHi was 6.21 ± 0.02 and 6.77 ± 0.05, respectively (p<0.05, Figure 81, 82). When 

we examined the expression of NHE1, we found a significant increase in NHE1 

mRNA in HET1AR cells compared to the HET1A cells (Figure 83).  These data 

suggest that an upregulation of NHE1 also may contribute to the resistance to 0.2 

mM BA at pH 5.5 observed in the HET1AR cells.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 81 Intracellular pH trace of HET1A (gray trace) or HET1AR (black trace) 
during a 10 minute exposure to medium acidified to pH5.5 or a prepulse of 
NH4Cl (5 min) to induce an intracellular acidification 
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Figure 82 Minimal pHi following a 10 minute exposure of HET1AR to medium 
acidified to pH5.5 or following a prepulse 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 83 relative mRNA expression levels of NHE1 in HET1A and HET1AR   
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3.4 The therapeutic potential of a modified bile acid composition using GUDCA. 

 Our data suggests that progression of BE to EAC by tumor promoting 

events is dependent on exposure of hydrophobic bile acids and gastric acid. DNA 

damage in the esophagus of BE patients results as the consequence of NHE 

inhibition, oxidative stress and increased de-purination and de-pyrimidation. In 

addition, similar processes contribute to apoptosis resistance. Furthermore, we 

have successfully shown that chronic exposure to acid and bile acids select for 

cells which display these characteristics. Since the presence of hydrophobic bile 

acids are crucial to the development of these phenotypic changes, we analyzed the 

effect of a modified bile acid composition on oxidative stress, DNA damage and 

proliferation.  

 A major aim of this particular study is to advance the understanding of the 

role of the protective hydrophilic bile acid ursodeoxycholic acid (UDCA) in BE, 

the potential therapeutic advantage of which is described above in the 

introduction section. Importantly, UDCA has proven to be safe in trials with 661 

patients on therapy for a mean of 32 months 138.  UDCA was shown to prevent 

colon cancer in animal studies 139, 140. UDCA markedly reduces carcinogen-

induced colonic hyperproliferation and the development of colonic adenomas and 

carcinomas and colitis-associated cancer 140, 141. Furthermore, in clinical studies 

UDCA treatment was associated with a statistically significant 39% reduction in 

recurrence of colonic adenomas with high-grade dysplasia 138.  
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 Since primarily glycine-conjugated UDCA is expected to be present in the 

refluxate of patients treated with UDCA we evaluated the influence of 

glycoursodeoxycholic acid (GUDCA) on the deleterious effects of low pH and 

hydrophobic bile acids, which are ordinarily present in the refluxate. Previous 

studies have shown that total bile acid pool size is not affected by UDCA 

administration, but the individual bile acid pool sizes showed an increased 

proportion of UDCA relative to the endogenous bile acids 142, therefore we 

estimate that approximately 50% of hydrophobic bile acids will be replaced by 

conjugated UDCA in the refluxate of patients with BE. Specifically, we tested the 

hypothesis that exposure of BE cells to low pH in combination with bile acids 

present in refluxate induces oxidative stress and DNA damage, and that 

replacement of hydrophobic bile acids with GUDCA decreases DNA damage and 

oxidative stress and thus the risk of progression to dysplasia and/or EAC .   

 

3.4.1 Glycoursodeoxycholic acid reduces DNA damage induced by bile 

acids and low pH in Barrett’s esophageal cells 

 To determine the cytoprotective effects of GUDCA, we utilized the comet 

assay to assess DNA damage. CP-A cells were treated with control medium, 

medium acidified to pH 4, medium acidified to pH 4 and supplemented with 

0.2mM bile acid cocktail and medium acidified to pH 4 with 0.1mM or 0.2mM 

bile acid cocktail and 0.1mM GUDCA. Cometscore software (Tritek Corporation, 

Sumerduck, VA) was used to analyze the data. In a minimum of four separate 
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experiments, more than 150 cells were analyzed for each condition. Figure 84 

shows representative graph of average tail moments for individual treatments in 

the cells collected immediately after the treatments. We found a statistically 

significant increase in average tail moment when the cells were exposed to pH 4 

and 0.2mM bile acid cocktail (421.7 ± 25.4; p<0.05) compared to the untreated 

cells (1.2 ± 0.0) or the cells treated with pH 4 only (282.2 ± 10.2). Cells exposed 

to 0.1mM GUDCA and 0.1mM bile acid cocktail at pH 4 showed a significant 

decrease in DNA damage compared to treatment with 0.2mM bile acid cocktail at 

pH 4 (309.1 ± 14.9 ; p<0.05; Figure 84). A similar protective effect of GUDCA 

was observed when the cells were exposed to 0.2mM bile acid cocktail and 

0.1mM GUDCA at pH 4 (313.4 ± 21.2 ; p<0.05). The level of DNA damage 

following treatment with 0.1mM GUDCA and 0.1mM bile acid cocktail at pH 4 

was comparable to the DNA damage level detected in the cells treated with pH 4 

alone (Figure 84). Furthermore, treatment with pH 7.4 and 0.2mM bile acid 

cocktail induced small increase in average tail moment compared to the control 

cells indicating that minimal DNA damage was induced by this treatment 

(5.50±0.03; Figure 84). Representative comets illustrate the visual difference in 

comet tails reflecting DNA damage (Figure 84).  
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Figure 84 Comet assay of CP-A cells exposed to the indicated conditions for 10 
minutes and then analyzed either immediately (0 hours) or following a 24 hours 
recovery in control medium. *p<.05 compared to control #p<.05 compared to 
pH4 +0.2mM BA  
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Figure 85 Representative images of comet tails in CP-A cells following 10 
minutes exposure in the indicated conditions and analyzed immediately by comet 
assay 
   

In separate experiments we also analyzed DNA damage in the CP-A cells 

24 hours after 10 minutes exposure to pH 4 and/or bile acids. Interestingly, we 

found that the treatment with medium acidified to pH 4 resulted in minimal 

increase in average tail moment compared to the control cells indicating that DNA 

damage induced by pH 4 treatment was repaired during 24 hours time period 

(Figure 84). However, average tail moment after pH 4 and 0.2 mM bile acid 

cocktail treatment was significantly larger than average tail moment of control 

cells or the cells treated with pH 4 alone indicating that the DNA damage induced 

by the combination of pH 4 and bile acid cocktail was not efficiently repaired. 

GUDCA caused abrogation of the DNA damaging effects induced by low pH and 

bile acids as indicated by smaller average tail moment (Figure 85).  

 In order to evaluate whether ROS produced in response to bile acid and 

low pH treatment are responsible for DNA damage, we incubated Barrett’s 
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esophagus cells with catalase. CP-A cells were exposed to medium acidified to 

pH 4 and supplemented with 0.2mM bile acid cocktail and catalase (10,000 U/ml, 

1.32μM). After 10 minutes incubation the CP-A cells were harvested and 

analyzed by the comet assay. Our results show a significant decrease in DNA 

damage when catalase was present in the medium compared to treatment with pH 

4 and 0.2 mM bile acid cocktail (p<0.05). Importantly, catalase reduced DNA 

damage in a manner similar to that of 0.1mM GUDCA (Figure 84).   

 

3.4.2 GUDCA restores normal proliferation and inhibits cell death 

following low pH and bile acid treatment.   

 Previous publications have shown that exposure to acid increases 

proliferation in esophageal adenocarcinoma cells 143 or in human BE biopsies 

using an ex vivo assay 144, but not in cultured BE cell lines 54. Hydrophobic bile 

acids were shown to induce increased proliferation in Barrett’s cell lines and 

esophageal adenocarcinoma cells 145, 146. In this study, we report that exposure to 

both low pH and hydrophobic bile acids in combination results in a significant 

decrease in cell viability. Using the MTS assay or trypan blue staining, we found 

that the treatment of CP-A esophageal cells with pH 4 + 0.2mM bile acid cocktail 

for 10 minutes followed by 170 minutes (data not shown) or 24 hours in normal 

medium resulted in a significant decrease in cell proliferation compared to 

untreated cells (Figure 86). Importantly, treatment with pH 4 and 0.1mM GUDCA 

and 0.1mM or 0.2mM bile acid cocktail resulted in a partial restoration of 
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proliferation and cell viability (Figure 86). Furthermore, catalase also partially 

restored proliferation and viability upon exposure to pH4 and hydrophobic bile 

acid (Figure 84). Acidic pH induced a small decrease in cell number (Figure 84). 

 Transmission electron microscopy and brightfield microscopy were used 

to evaluate morphological alterations induced by different treatments. After 10 

minutes of treatment and 170 minutes incubation in normal medium, untreated 

cells and cells treated with pH 4 alone showed no significant changes. However, 

CP-A cells treated with pH 4 and 0.2mM hydrophobic bile acid cocktail exhibited 

features of necrotic cells, such as vacuolization of cytoplasm, organelle swelling 

and membrane breakdown (Figure 87). When the cells were co-treated with 

0.1mM GUDCA, these effects of low pH and bile acids were abrogated (Figure 

85).  

 

Figure 86 MTS and trypan blue exclusion assay of CP-A cells 24 hours following 
a 10 minute exposure to the indicated conditions. *p<.05 compared to control 
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Figure 87 Electron microscopy of CP-A cells following a 10 minute incubation in 
the indicated conditions and analyzed immediately 

 

3.4.3 GUDCA reduces oxidative stress induced by low pH and 

hydrophobic bile acid cocktail.  

 Oxidative stress is a known contributor to cellular damage and 

mutagenesis. Since previous studies showed that pH 4 and bile acids induce ROS 

and that UDCA can act as an antioxidant, we evaluated superoxide levels using 

HE as a marker of oxidative stress in conjunction with fluorescent microscopy 147. 

HE is normally a non-fluorescent dye that becomes highly fluorescent when 

exposed to ROS, primarily by exposure to superoxide. After treating CP-A cells 
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with pH 4 and 0.2mM hydrophobic bile acid cocktail, we observed an increase in 

HE fluorescence compared to untreated cells. However, following treatment in 

acidified medium to pH 4 supplemented with 0.1mM hydrophobic bile acid 

cocktail and 0.1mM GUDCA, the oxidative stress was reduced, showing evidence 

of decrease in ROS to similar levels observed in cells treated with pH 4 alone 

(Figure 88).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 88  Immunofluorescent staining of Hydroethidine in CP-A cells exposed to 
the indicated conditions for 10 minutes and analyzed immediately 

 

Using immunofluorescent staining with a monoclonal antibody against 8-

OH-dG, that can recognize oxidized nucleotides as a marker of oxidative damage 

to DNA/RNA, we examined whether treatment of CP-A cells with bile acids at 

pH 4 can induce oxidative damage to nucleic acids. While no staining of 8-OH-

dG was evident in cells treated with control medium, and only minimal staining 
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was detected in cells treated with pH 4 alone, treatment with 0.2mM bile acid 

cocktail at pH 4 resulted in increased 8-OH-dG formation. When GUDCA was 

included in the medium, no increase in 8-OH-dG was observed (Figure 89).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 89 Immunofluorescence of CP-A cells exposed for 10 minutes to the 
indicated conditions and then analyzed immediately with antibody for 8-OH-
Deoxyguanosine (Green signal). Red signal is DNA counterstain. 
 

3.4.4 Expression of anti-oxidant enzymes in CP-A cells treated with 

medium acidified to pH 4 containing hydrophobic bile acids and GUDCA 

 Since low pH and bile acid cocktail induce oxidative stress and oxidative 

DNA damage and GUDCA reduced these effects (Figure 90), we investigated 

whether expression of several protective anti-oxidant enzymes might be altered in 

the presence of GUDCA. Thus, we evaluated the expression of major anti-oxidant 
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enzymes using western blot analysis. We found that glutathione peroxidase 

expression was decreased upon exposure to pH4 and hydrophobic bile acid 

cocktail. However, addition of GUDCA significantly increased expression of 

glutathione peroxidase. Expression of catalase and MnSOD was unchanged by 

these treatments (Figure 91). Protein expression of CuZnSOD was elevated in the 

cells treated with acidified medium and bile acid cocktail, a slight decrease in 

expression of CuZnSOD was observed in cells after treatment with pH 4 and 

hydrophobic bile acid cocktail and GUDCA compared to pH4 and bile acid 

treatment (Figure 91). 
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Figure 90 Immunofluorescent staining of CMFDA (thiol levels) (green signal) 
with DAPI nuclear counterstain in CP-A cells exposed for 10 minutes to indicated 
conditions and analyzed immediately 
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Figure 91 Western blot analysis of CP-A cells exposed for 10 minutes to the 
indicated conditions and then recovered in control medium for 24 hours. 
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4. DISCUSSION 

The present studies were undertaken to help identify the mechanistic role 

of bile acids in the progression of esophageal adenocarcinoma through the pre-

malignant condition, Barrett’s esophagus. DNA damage is largely implicated in 

oncogenesis because it leads to mutations within the genome and can increase 

function of oncogenes and loss of tumor suppressors 148. In addition, resistance to 

apoptosis is a hallmark of cancer 62. For these reasons we investigated 

mechanisms invoked during these two dramatic events as a consequence of bile 

acid exposure. In addition, we sought to identify whether chronic reflux and the 

repeated effects of DNA damage, apoptosis induction and activation of signaling 

pathways in squamous cells can transdifferentiate them to cells with metaplastic 

and malignant genotypes/phenotypes. Finally, by modifying the bile acid 

composition within the body using alternative therapies (specifically 

Ursodeoxycholic acid therapy), we wanted to determine if the negative effects of 

hydrophobic bile acids can be avoided. 

Although the exact pathogenesis of BE is unclear, BE appears to be 

associated with severe, chronic reflux of gastric acid and bile acids. The 

mechanism of bile acid induced carcinogenesis is probably multifactorial. In this 

study, we identified a potentially new mechanism through which bile acids induce 

DNA damage in esophageal cells.  

During reflux episodes, esophageal tissue is exposed to gastric acid. 

Previous clinical data reported that acid and bile exposure are high in BE patients. 
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For example Menges et al. reported that in the esophagus of BE patients, pH is <4 

24.6% of the time and bilirubin levels (representing bile acid exposure) was 

present 34.7% of the time in a 24 hour period 149. In addition, BE patients have an 

increased number of long acid/bile acid refluxes lasting more than 5 minutes 150. 

Consequently, the experiments were performed to reflect these long exposure 

times experienced by BE and esophageal cells by performing our acid and/or bile 

acid treatments for 10 minutes. In addition, the bile acid cocktail used in these 

experiments reflect a physiological combination of conjugated and unconjugated 

bile acids which display different chemical properties. 

Glycine-conjugated bile acids have a pKa ~4. At this pH, glycine 

conjugated bile acids are non-ionized and can easily penetrate the cell membrane 

to activate different signaling pathways including NOS. In contrast, unconjugated 

bile acids such as deoxycholic acid are more active at pH 7 since their pKa is ~6.6 

107. At this pH they are non-ionized and can easily penetrate the cell membrane to 

affect cellular processes. 

In response to increased acidification, normal esophageal cells may over-

express proteins that regulate pH to manage the chronic acid overload. In this 

study we identified NHE1 as an important NHE isoform expressed in BE tissues 

and BE-derived cells. Biopsies obtained from BE patients and BE derived CP-A 

cells show robust expression of NHE1, while normal esophageal squamous 

epithelium, duodenum and normal esophageal cells shows low NHE1 expression. 

This finding strengthens the notion that metaplastic change of the normal 
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epithelium to BE may be an adaptive process to regulate intracellular pH after 

exposure to acid 47. Furthermore, Fitzgerald at el. suggested that NHE1 activity is 

important in BE pathogenesis 144. Recent studies have shown that NHE1 may play 

an important  role in cancer; its increased expression is associated with cell 

migration, tumor growth and invasion 151. In fact, it was suggested that repression 

of NHE1 expression is a potential new approach for the inhibition of tumor cell 

growth of. 

While BE cells may employ other pH regulatory systems, our data using 

the specific NHE1 inhibitor, zoniporide, suggest that more than 60% of pHi 

recovery in BE cells is mediated through this single member of the NHE family. 

In contrast, normal esophageal squamous epithelium probably expresses other 

members of NHE family proteins since the nonspecific NHE inhibitor, DMA, was 

able to inhibit pHi recovery by ~30% in normal esophagus-derived HET1A.  

Previously, it was shown that NO has the ability to inhibit NHE 95 and that 

bile acids are capable of increasing NO several hours after exposure to bile acids 

in esophageal cells 57. However, we have shown for the first time that bile acids 

induce the immediate activation of all three isoforms of NOS (iNOS, eNOS and 

nNOS), in BE cells, through phoshorylation of specific residues. Importantly, 

NOS expression is increased in tissues as BE progresses from non-dysplastic 

lesions to EAC 57.  

Our studies indicate that bile acids induce a dose-dependent decrease in 

intracellular pH. Importantly, this bile acid-induced acidification can be reversed 
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by NOS inhibitors L-NAME and 1400W, and is enhanced by NHE inhibitors. 

Altogether, these data constitute strong evidence that NO plays a key role in 

acidification through inhibition of NHE in BE. 

A biphasic effect of bile acids on pHi was observed in CP-A cells. Initially 

bile acids induced a transient alkalinization lasting ~60 seconds, followed by 

marked acidification. We speculate that the transient alkalinization is due to bile 

acids acting as weak acids and immediate proton extrusion via NHE. This 

transient alkalinization induced by BA was abolished when cells were pre-

incubated with the NHE inhibitor, DMA.  We speculate that following this initial 

event, bile acid mediated production of NO inhibits acid extrusion, which leads to 

inhibition of NHE and intracellular acidification.  

The combination of acid and bile acids significantly reduced pHi 

compared to treatment with acid alone. This effect of acid and BA can also be 

partially reversed by NOS inhibitors. However, we were unable to completely 

inhibit acidification with NOS inhibitors. This finding suggests that several 

mechanisms come into play as bile acids increase intracellular [H+]. Future 

studies should explore the acid loading mechanism such as the release of calcium 

stores and activation of the plasma membrane calcium ATPase (PMCA). This 

active transporter imports protons and thus can affect pHi 86. Bile acids have been 

shown to increase intracellular calcium via liberation of intracellular endoplasmic 

reticulum stores in several cell types 68, including esophageal cells. It is also 
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possible that bile acid-mediated bicarbonate excretion contributes to the 

intracellular acidification response.  

Venglovecz et al. suggest that bile acids activate an event of acidification 

in pancreatic ductal cells through a bicarbonate dependent mechanism, 

independent of NHE 152. Interestingly, the evidence our results from esophageal 

cells illustrate is that bile acid-induced acidification is mediated almost 

exclusively through an NHE dependent mechanism. In fact, we were unable to 

alter bile acid-induced acidification using bicarbonate-free medium or an inhibitor 

of bicarbonate transport (DIDS). These findings emphasize the diversity of 

cellular response to bile acids in different tissue and cell types. 

Previous reports indicate that acid causes DNA damage in vitro and in 

vivo147. Since our current data suggest that bile acids cause intracellular 

acidification, we wanted to focus on the acid-mediated DNA damage. We 

speculated that increased acidity will increase DNA damage. Therefore, we 

determined the pH that can induce the same changes to the intracellular pH as did 

pH5.5 with 0.5mM BA. This approach allowed us to eliminate other factors such 

as reactive oxygen or nitrogen species, previously shown to be responsible for 

bile acid mediated DNA damage. Medium acidified to pH4.5 was necessary to 

reduce pHi to the same extent as did medium at pH5.5 in combination with bile 

acids. Exposure to pH4.5 produced significantly increased DNA damage 

compared to pH5.5. Immunohistochemical staining of γ-H2AX, a marker of DNA 

double strand breaks confirmed these results. Importantly, DNA tail moment after 
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exposure of CP-A cells to medium at pH4.5 was insignificantly different 

compared to DNA tail moment after exposure to medium at pH5.5 with 0.5mM 

BA and it was reduced by NOS inhibitors. These data suggest that the bile acids 

and acid-induced DNA damage is due, in part, to nitric oxide inhibition of NHE 

and subsequent intracellular acidification. Figure 40 summarizes our proposed 

mechanism of DNA damage mediated by bile-acid and acid-induced acidification.  

At this point we do not have direct evidence that the inhibition of NHE 

resulting from exposure to bile acids and acid is associated with increased DNA 

damage, in vivo. However, indirect evidence suggests that this process could 

occur in vivo. First, activity of NHE1 under acid stress is associated with 

increased intracellular acidification in a rat model of esophagitis 153. Second, 

inhibition of NHE by NO is associated with increased acidification in ciliary 

epithelium from porcine tissue 154. In addition, high expression of iNOS and the 

tissue accumulation of nitrotyrosine, a marker of NO production, is common in 

human BE as well as in a rat model of BO. Third, acid induces DNA strand 

breaks in the human esophagus, in vivo 117. Altogether, these conclusions 

constitute strong evidence that bile acid-mediated inhibition of NHE (our 

proposed mechanism) would result in DNA damage in vivo. 

In summary, we have identified a new mechanism of bile acid induced 

damage. We found that bile acid-induced cellular acidification involves NO-

mediated, NHE inhibition. This inhibition leads to profound cellular acidification 

and DNA damage. Our data also suggests that BE tissue adapts to acid exposure 
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by up-regulating NHE1. Therefore, in addition to acid reflux, bile reflux should to 

be controlled in BE patients. 

The ability of cells to overcome apoptotic stimuli is critical during 

tumorigenesis, and resistance to bile acid-induced cell death is a marked 

characteristic of EAC 2, 131, 155. Here, I have described a novel mechanism which 

bile acids evoke to elicit apoptosis, and we have implicated plasma membrane-

bound NHE as the transporters which initiates the cascade of dynamic ionic flux 

leading to a profound increase in cell death.  

The previous data shows that bile acids have the ability to mediate an 

inhibitory effect upon the sodium-hydrogen exchanger (NHE) through activation 

of nitric oxide synthase and increase of nitric oxide (NO) in squamous esophageal 

and BE cells 61. In that study, when NHE was inhibited by an amiloride analog at 

pH7.4, we observed a 4-fold increase of intracellular acidification compared to 

bile acids alone, suggesting that Na+/H+ exchange was still functioning but at an 

impaired rate, an observation that inspired the present study. Indeed, a previous 

report, analyzing NHE kinetics demonstrated that the maximal inhibitory potential 

of NO upon NHE, at the highest achievable endogenous levels, is ~58% 95.  

A report by Gumpricht et al. in 2002 identified that NO ameliorates bile 

acid-induced apoptosis in rat hepatocytes by a mitochondrial-independent 

mechanism 156. Consistent with the present data and our previous report 61, NO-

mediated inhibition of NHE may prevent bile acid induced apoptosis. CP-A cells 

demonstrated a relatively high tolerance to DCA-induced apoptosis compared to 
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JH-EsoAd1 and even other published cell lines 157 perhaps through a mechanism 

of NO-mediated NHE inhibition. It may be the case that bile acids elicit a DNA 

damaging element through increased acidification by NO-mediated NHE 

inhibition 61 which has the effect of developing resistance to apoptosis, a classical 

hallmark of oncogenesis.  

Another interesting aspect of the study is that even though the intracellular 

pH decreased nearly 5-fold in the presence of EIPA and DCA in JH-EsoAd1 cells, 

activation of caspases weren’t observed. Previous evidence has suggested that 

acidity is required for caspase activation158, but the current data suggests that Na+ 

influx via NHE as the consequence of acidity may be the initiating factor.  

The findings presented here are consistent with previous reports that ion 

flux is important in the induction of bile acid-induced cell death 69. Gerbino et al. 

illustrated that efflux of K+ and influx of Ca2+ through a Na+/Ca2+/K+ (NCKX) 

transporter is responsible for the initiation of apoptosis 69. Of note, however, is 

our identification of Na+ influx via NHE, as a consequence of acidification, as the 

initiating event in both K+ efflux and [Ca2+] increase. This chain of events has 

been recognized previously by Bortner et al. who demonstrated that Na+ influx is 

required for ionic imbalance and apoptosis in lymphoma tumor cells implicating 

an unknown plasma membrane transporter 79, 80.  

The data described above is not the first time that EIPA has been 

implicated in preventing cell death. In fact, previous reports have shown that 

EIPA prevents osmotic shock-mediated apoptosis 124. However, no specific 
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transporter was identified in that study. Indeed, there is a high likelihood that the 

presently described mechanism could explain osmotic imbalance-induced cell 

death, a broadly relevant mechanism in molecular physiology.   

 Additionally, ion-mediated cell death is not the only mechanism 

described for bile acid-induced apoptosis. In fact, NADPH oxidase-activated 

CD95 119 is a mechanism of extrinsic, ion-independent cell death. Consistent in 

our study, at high concentrations of DCA we observed small increases in 

apoptosis and loss of cell viability. Other mechanisms such as CD95-mediated 

apoptosis could be responsible for the low levels of apoptosis seen in our study.  

Previous studies have suggested that bile acid-driven bicarbonate 

excretion is involved in an acidification process 152, or even due to a weak acid 

effect 159. However, bile acid-associated lysosomal perturbation has never been 

examined.  

As the most acidic and ubiquitous vacuoles in the cell, lysosomes can 

reach pH values near 4.0 127 and perturbation of the membrane could associate 

with cytosolic acidification as a precursor to apoptosis 128. The results presented 

in this thesis show that bile acids may perturb the membranes of lysosomes which 

cause them to lose their contents and subsequently acidify the cell. This process 

has the consequence of activating NHE to initiate a cascade of events which lead 

to apoptosis. 

The current study shows that suppression of NHE is essential for 

resistance of bile acid-induced apoptosis. Moreover, with evidence from previous 
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studies, it is clear that more than 13 endogenous signals have been shown to 

suppress NHE activity in gastrointestinal cells 72, many of which associate with 

GI-tumorigenesis. Consequently, this new class of targets could help in the 

development of quality preventive and therapeutic strategies. 

So far the data illustrates a model where bile acids have an acute effect on 

cells of columnar origin and squamous-derived cells. Therefore we sought to 

examine how long-term exposure to these conditions would affect the phenotypic 

response of squamous derived cells in a model of BE and EAC.  

Originally it was proposed that the cells from the gastoresophageal 

junction migrate to the distal part of esophagus as a consequence of damage 

caused by refluxate. Other theories propose abnormal differentiation of 

pluripotent stem cells in the squamous esophagus or sub-mucosal glands. Finally, 

BE may evolve from native squamous epithelium that undergoes 

transdifferentiation as a result of chronic exposure to low pH and bile acids 160. To 

test this hypothesis and mimic chronic exposure to gastric acid and bile acids we 

developed resistant cells from squamous esophageal cells that are able to survive 

and proliferate after repeated exposures to bile acids at acidic pH. Importantly, 

these new resistant cells activate signaling pathways and express inflammatory, 

oncogenic and metaplastic markers similar to those seen in BE.  

Currently, two squamous esophageal cell models are used in in vitro 

experiments to establish the role of acid and/or bile acids in the development of 

BE from squamous epithelium. These two models are: 1) human keratinocytes 
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(EPC-hTERT, NES) that are immortalized with human telomerase (hTERT) 

transfection; and 2) HET1A cells that are immortalized by SV40 T antigen. Both 

these models have limitations. Telomerase maintains telomere integrity, however, 

recent studies show that telomerase is involved in many different processes 

independent of the ability to maintain telomeres such as apoptosis resistance, 

altered gene expression, and DNA damage. For example expression of TERT is 

linked to increased resistance to apoptosis, an upregulation of growth promoting 

genes and a down-regulation of growth inhibitory genes. Furthermore, recent 

studies showed that ectopic expression of hTERT in epithelial cells resulted in 

reduced basal level of active p53, and p53 dependent signaling 161 We used 

HET1A cells since these cells are nontumorigenic, however we recognize that the 

SV40T antigen can also cause p53 and pRB inactivation and changes in DNA 

methylation. In our study we compared parental long-passage control HET1A to 

resistant HET1AR cells to determine the major changes induced by long-term bile 

acids and acid treatment. The cells were repeatedly exposed to 0.2mM bile acid 

cocktail at pH for up to 120 minutes. These concentrations and time exposures are 

relevant to BE patients, since these patients experience simultaneous reflux of 

acid and bile acids for long time periods compared to normal individuals 34. The 

total percentage of time when bilirubin absorbance was ≥0.14 in esophagus (an 

indication of bile reflux) was 46% (~11 hrs/24 hrs) in BE patients but only 1.5% 

in normal controls. Similarly, the total percentage time when esophageal pH was 
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<4 was 22.8% (~5.5 hrs/24 hrs) in BE patients but only 0.4% in normal controls 

162.  

Development of the resistance phenotype in the HET1AR cells was 

accompanied by morphological changes and increases of protein levels in several 

markers of columnar differentiation, villin, CDX2 and cytokeratins 8 and 18. 

These markers are also increased in BE metaplasia. Furthermore, these results are 

in agreement with recent studies indicating that bile acids at low pH may induce 

an increase in the expression of CDX2, CK8/18 and villin in other model systems 

163, 164. At this point it is not clear why we did not observe an increase in CDX2 

mRNA, while villin mRNA was significantly increased. It is possible that 

turnover or stability of CDX2 mRNA in these new cells derived from squamous 

cells is different compared to true columnar cells.  

Epidemiological and clinical studies indicate that malignant 

transformation of BE is associated with oxidative stress, decreased antioxidant 

capacity and low glutathione content165. Consistent with that study, we have 

shown that the cells resistant to bile acids at pH 5.5 have increased levels of ROS, 

while the activities and expression of antioxidant enzymes are decreased. The 

major enzymes responsible for the attenuation of ROS are the family of 

superoxide dismutases, which convert superoxide radicals into hydrogen 

peroxide, and catalase, which converts hydrogen peroxide to water and oxygen. 

The loss of SOD and catalase increases levels of ROS, thus creating conditions 

favorable for increased proliferation and mutation. We found a significant 
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decrease in the total superoxide dismutase activity. The decrease in total SOD 

activity is likely due to decreased MnSOD; CuZnSOD protein and activity was 

unchanged. The loss of MnSOD function was previously shown to be associated 

with increased incidence of BE 136. Furthermore, a recent study by Li et al. 

suggests that exposure to hydrophobic bile acids decreases MnSOD activity 136. 

Our data demonstrate that MnSOD activity can be significantly decreased by 

chronic treatment with bile acids at low pH.  

Many tumor types have decreased MnSOD compared to normal tissue. 

However, repression of MnSOD during transformation is not well understood.  

One possibility is increased methylation of the promoter.  A second possibility is 

decreased FOXO3a induced MnSOD transcription due to increased activation of 

Akt.  MnSOD is also regulated by a combination of Sp1, p53, nucleophosmin and 

NF-kB.  The relative abundance of the different NF-kB subunits contributes to the 

positive or negative regulation of MnSOD.  Increased p50/p50 homodimers result 

in repression while an increase in p50/p65 heterodimers positively regulates 

MnSOD. The relative increase in nuclear p50 in the HET1AR cells could 

contribute to the observed decrease in MnSOD. 

The expression of catalase was also decreased in resistant HET1AR cells, 

however, the difference did not reach statistical significance. Furthermore, 

increased levels of Bag-3, protein that has a central role in the protection of 

cancer cells against cell death induced by oxidative stress were found in HET1AR 
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cells. These results indicate HET1AR cells have increased basal levels of ROS, 

thus, Bag-3 may be one of the proteins responsible for the cells’ ability to survive. 

The transcription factor NF-κB regulates cell proliferation, inflammation 

and survival; its activity is upregulated in dysplastic BE and EAC 134. Many 

studies showed that exposure of esophageal cancer cells to bile acids at low pH 

induces NF-κB activation. We observed increased expression of the p50 and p65 

subunits of NF-κB primarily in the nuclei of HET1AR cells suggesting 

constitutive activation of NF-κB. Furthermore, COX-2, the NF-κB-regulated 

protein implicated in BE pathogenesis 134, was also up-regulated in HET1AR 

cells.  

Our data are consistent with elevated IL-6/STAT3 signaling playing a role 

in the development of BE 133. Our previous studies showed that, compared with 

duodenum and squamous epithelium, BE cells secrete large amounts of IL-6 and 

express activated STAT3, which leads to increased levels of anti-apoptotic 

proteins 133. A more recent study demonstrated that BE cell lines that lack 

functional p53, and express active H-Ras, secrete IL-6 and activate the STAT3 

signaling pathway. In the current study, we found increased IL-6 levels and 

STAT3 activation in HET1AR cells. Mcl-1, the anti-apoptotic Bcl-2 family 

protein regulated by the STAT3 pathway, was also significantly increased in 

HET1AR cells. The inhibition of STAT3 signaling with AG490 decreased Mcl-1 

expression and partially sensitized the HET1AR cells to cell death induced by bile 
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acids at low pH, indicating that increased STAT3 signaling may contributes to the 

observed resistance in the HET1AR cells.   

Mutations or amplifications of EGFR or EGFR family members are 

implicated in BE and EAC development. Bile acids alone or in combination with 

acid may activate EGFR. In agreement with these studies, EGFR expression was 

significantly increased in HET1AR cells compared to the HET1A cells. The 

activity of mTOR, another protein which plays a significant role in cell 

proliferation, survival and migration was elevated in HET1AR cells. Interestingly, 

EGFR expression and mTOR activation could be down-regulated by AG490 

treatment indicating again the importance of STAT3 signaling in esophageal 

tumorigenesis. Previous reports indicate that p53 mutation and loss of 

heterozygozity (LOH) is one of the best defined markers of BE oncogenesis. The 

most common response to stress induced by the tumor suppressor gene p53 is cell 

cycle arrest or DNA repair. If the DNA damage cannot be repaired, p53 induces 

cell death. Our data show that the protein levels of p53 are significantly decreased 

in HET1AR cells compared to the HET1A cells. Interestingly, p53 can repress IL-

6 transcription. Therefore, it is possible that a decrease in p53 expression in 

combination with IL-6/STAT3 activation may play an important role in BE 

pathogenesis.  

 Repeated exposures to acid may also lead to changes in intracellular pH 

(pHi) and the increased ability of cells to adapt to acid exposure. Our data 

demonstrate that cell acidification is diminished in esophageal cells resistant to 
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bile acids at low pH compared to control cells. This finding suggests that 

HET1AR cells have developed an ability to adapt to an acidic environment and 

perhaps extrude intracellular protons faster. However, we did not observe a 

significant difference in baseline pH, suggesting that the acid extrusion is likely 

mediated by enzymes which are activated only in the presence of acid. We 

hypothesized that this may be mediated by increased expression of integral H+ 

transporters such as the NHE1. Indeed, NHE1 mRNA levels were significantly 

increased in HET1AR cells compared to parental HET1A cells. Our recent studies 

show NHE1 is highly expressed in BE and EAC. Previous studies showed that 

NHE1 plays an important role in regulation of cell survival, migration, tumor 

growth and invasion. Thus, it is possible that in addition to its function as a proton 

anti-porter, NHE1 may be linked to increased risk of malignant progression.  

 The exposure of esophageal epithelium to bile acids at acidic pH is an 

important factor in the BE pathogenesis. HET1AR cells (0.2 mM BA at pH 5.5) 

are an in vitro model showing, that squamous esophageal cells repeatedly exposed 

to these two major components of refluxate express hallmarks typical of BE. Our 

data support the transdifferentiation theory, however other theories cannot be 

excluded, especially the abnormal differentiation of stem cells from squamous 

epithelium into columnar epithelium as a result of the exposure to refluxate. Use 

of this model cell line may contribute to a better understanding of the molecular 

mechanisms underlying BE pathogenesis and provide important insights for the 

development of new therapeutic strategies for BE. Based on the data from this 
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model in the current study, we propose that not only should the reflux of gastric 

acid be controlled but control of duodenal reflux may also be critical in patients 

with GERD. 

The last part of this thesis examined the use of UDCA in the therapeutic 

intervention of GERD. We characterized the protective effects of the hydrophilic 

bile acid, GUDCA (the glycine conjugate of UDCA) in esophageal cells treated 

with medium acidified to pH 4 and hydrophobic bile acid cocktail. Our previous 

studies and those of others showed that exposure to the components of refluxate, 

gastric acid and bile acids, leads to oxidative stress and oxidative DNA damage. 

These cytotoxic effects can consequently result in aberrant signaling, genomic 

instability, mutations and progression to cancer. In this study we have shown for 

the first time that partial replacement of hydrophobic bile acids by GUDCA can 

reduce nucleic acid damage, cytotoxicity and oxidative stress induced by acute 

exposures to bile acids and low pH in a non-dysplastic Barrett’s esophagus cell 

line.  

 Our experiments were designed to mimic conditions of gastroesophageal reflux. 

Therefore, the media was acidified to pH 4 and a bile acid cocktail consisting of 

an equimolar mixture of five bile acids commonly found in the refluxate of BE 

patients was chosen to most accurately mimic the concentrations and composition 

of refluxate. In the refluxate of BE patients, total bile acid concentrations are in 

the range of 0.03-0.82 mM. However, bile acid concentrations as high as 7.6 mM 

have been reported in the refluxate of some patients with BE. In our studies we 
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used a 0.2 mM bile acid cocktail to treat esophageal cells, which lies in the lower 

physiological range.  

 We investigated whether partial replacement of the hydrophobic bile acids 

normally present in the refluxate of BE patients, by the hydrophilic cytoprotective 

bile acid GUDCA, would reduce the DNA/RNA damage, cytotoxicity and 

oxidative stress induced by components of refluxate, bile and gastric acid. The 

damaging effects of hydrophobic bile acids at both neutral and acidic pH have 

been extensively studied, but the exact mechanism of bile acid toxicity has yet to 

be determined. Oxidative stress, DNA damage, mitochondrial damage and the 

activation of signaling pathways have been implicated following exposure to 

hydrophobic bile acids. In contrast to hydrophobic bile acids, such as CDCA or 

DCA, UDCA is not cytotoxic, in fact UDCA was shown to stabilize membranes 

and inhibit cell death. UDCA administration to patients reduces ileal absorption of 

endogenous bile acids, which leads to changes in the composition of the bile acid 

pool. Approximately 35-64% of hydrophobic bile acids present in bile are 

replaced by UDCA in the patients treated with UDCA depending on the dose of 

UDCA. Since UDCA is primarily conjugated in the liver with glycine, and during 

UDCA treatment glycine conjugation increases and taurine conjugation decreases 

in patients, we used GUDCA in our studies. In addition, its pKa and activity at pH 

4 makes GUDCA the ideal compound for these experiments. At pH 4, 

unconjugated UDCA precipitates, but glycine conjugated UDCA is unionized and 

thus can penetrate through the cell membrane, since its pKa is ~4. In contrast 
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taurine conjugated bile acid are ionized at pH 4 (pKa ~2). Based on these studies 

we designed our experiment so that we would use 0.1 mM bile acid cocktail and 

0.1 mM GUDCA to mimic approximately the changes in bile acid composition 

that would be observed in BE patients treated with UDCA. In some experiments, 

however, BE cells were also exposed to 0.2 mM bile acid cocktail and 0.1 mM 

GUDCA to demonstrate that the protective effects of GUDCA are not only due to 

decreased concentration of the cytotoxic bile acid cocktail in the medium.  

 Following a short, 10-minute exposure to 0.2 mM bile acid cocktail and 

pH 4 a significant increases in DNA damage, cytotoxicity and production of ROS 

were observed in BE cells. Importantly, our data suggest that replacement of 

hydrophobic bile acids by GUDCA protects esophageal cells against the 

deleterious effects of the bile acids normally present in the refluxate. When the 

BE cells were treated with 0.1 mM or 0.2 mM bile acid cocktail in combination 

with 0.1mM GUDCA at pH 4, we observed a significant decrease in DNA 

damage, cytotoxicity and oxidative stress compared to treatment with pH4 and 

bile acid cocktail. GUDCA is the most common UDCA conjugate found in 

patient serum after treatment with UDCA. In agreement with our studies GUDCA 

was recently shown to protect neurons exposed to bilirubin, which causes 

oxidative stress and cytotoxicity. Other studies have shown that UDCA 

significantly reduces DCA induced ROS production, disruption of mitochondrial 

membrane potential, and Bax protein abundance in mitochondria, suggesting both 

short- and long-term mechanisms in preventing cell death.  
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 A specific role of ROS in bile acid induced DNA damage is suggested by 

our data. Catalase had a similar effect to that of GUDCA when it was added to the 

acidified media supplemented with 0.2mM bile acid cocktail, since it caused a 

significant decrease in DNA damage to cells treated with pH4 and a 0.2mM bile 

acid cocktail. Furthermore, cell viability was similar to that of the control cells 

after administration of catalase. These results are consistent with the evidence that 

oxidative stress and ROS are pivotal in the cytotoxicity associated with GERD. 

UDCA may also activate nuclear factor (erythroid-2 like) factor 2 (Nrf-2) 

signaling166. Nrf2, is a transcription factor, which serves as a cellular redox stress 

sensor and is a key regulator of antioxidative stress genes. Importantly, it was 

reported that UDCA increased nuclear Nrf2 expression level in livers of mice, and 

in rat hepatocytes. This is one of the possible mechanisms how UDCA may 

protect epithelial cells against damaging effects of bile and gastric acid. 

Therefore, we speculate that GUDCA has an immediate mechanism of preventing 

ROS induced by low pH and bile acids, as well as inducing the observed long 

term, anti-oxidant effect. 

 Although, cells treated with pH 4 without bile acids have significant DNA 

damage after 10 minutes treatment we observed no appreciable increase in ROS 

and only a small decrease in cell proliferation by the MTS assay or trypan blue 

staining. Low pH has been reported to damage DNA by liberating purine bases. 

Depurination, regional opening of the double-strands and crosslinking occur in 

less than a minute at pH 4.2. However, DNA damaged by low pH was completely 
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repaired after 24 hour treatment as assessed by the comet assay. In contrast DNA 

damage was still significant after 24 hours incubation in normal medium in the 

cells exposed to pH 4 and bile acids. Indeed, several studies have implicated bile 

acids in diminished DNA repair. For example, hydrophobic bile acid DCA 

decreases the expression of the DNA repair proteins p53, BRCA1, MSH3, Ku80, 

XPA, or MSH3. Our studies are consistent with these findings and our data 

further indicate that low pH and bile acids may interact synergistically. More 

importantly, we found that GUDCA reduced DNA damage induced by pH 4 and 

bile acids after 24 hours to the control level.  

   Our results indicate that altering the composition of bile acids in the 

refluxate of patients could provide a therapeutic advantage. Replacement of fifty 

percent of hydrophobic bile acids with GUDCA resulted in a reduction of DNA 

damage, cytotoxicity and oxidative stress. Furthermore, we observed an increase 

in glutathione peroxidase expression when GUDCA was added to medium 

acidified to pH 4 and supplemented with bile acid cocktail. This study indicates 

that GUDCA prevents the induction of ROS as well as possibly initiating an anti-

oxidant response mechanism.  We speculate that the protective effects of GUDCA 

have the potential to impede the progression from metaplasia to adenocarcinoma 

by reducing genomic instability, mutagenicity and tumorigenicity.  

 The data shows that alteration of bile acid composition by replacing 

hydrophobic bile acids with GUDCA decreases DNA damage, cytotoxicity and 

oxidative stress induced by low pH and hydrophobic bile acids present in 
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refluxate in esophageal cells. These results indicate that changing the bile acid 

composition of refluxate with GUDCA, may ameliorate the damaging effects of 

low pH and hydrophobic bile in vivo. Further studies are necessary to evaluate 

whether UDCA can decrease the risk of progression to dysplasia and/or EAC in 

vivo.   

 In summary, these studies examined and defined novel pathways which 

bile acids use to elicit tumorigenic effect on the squamous and columnar 

epithelium of normal and diseased esophageal tissue, respectively. As a 

consequence, the findings point to new targets for intervention and therapy and 

open the door to bile acid composition-modification as a potential therapeutic 

avenue. The preceding results have been summarized in a single schematic to 

represent the summary of work conducted in this dissertation (Figure 92). The 

conclusion of this work is that bile acid reflux should be controlled in patients 

with GERD and who develop BE. 
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Figure 92 Summary schematic of results for specific aims 1-4. 
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